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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
The State University of New York was established by the State 
Legislature in 1948. It comprises 47 colleges. Twenty-eight of them 
are State colleges and 19 are locally-sponsored community colleges. 
Although separated geographically, all are united in the purpose to 
improve and extend opportunities for youth to continue their educa-
tion after high school. 
State University offers cultural and professional four-year pro-
grams in liberal arts; science, mathematics, and engineering; home 
economics; industrial and labor relations; veterinary medicine; ceram-
ics; agriculture; forestry; maritime service; medicine; and teacher 
preparation, as well as two-year programs in a wide variety of fields, 
including technical courses in agricultural, industrial, health, and 
service areas. Several of its colleges offer graduate programs. 
Governed by a Board of Trustees appointed by the Governor, 
State University of New York plans for the total development of 
State-supported higher education. Each college of State University is 
locally administered. Students should write directly to the institution 
in which they are interested for admission forms. 
Although State University of New York is one of the largest 
state universities in the country, its students have the additional ad-
vantages of attending relatively small colleges. 
The State University motto is: "Let Each Become All He ls 
Capable of Being." 
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1960-&1 \I 
Saturday, Sept. 17 
Tuesday, Sept. 20 
Saturday, Sept. 24 
Saturday, Nov. 26 
Saturday, Dec. 24 
Saturday, Dec. 31 
Saturday, Jan. 7 
Saturday, Jan . 21 
Saturday, Feb. 4 
Tuesday, Feb. 7 
Saturday, Feb. 11 
Saturday, April 
& 
Saturday, April 8 
Saturday, April 15 
Saturday, June 3 
CALENDAR ON-CAMPUS 
EXTENSION CLASSES 
FIRST SEMESTER 
Registration for all on-campus classes; Saturday, Tues-
day and Wednesday); 8:45 A.M.-1:00 P.M. 
NO REGISTRATION AFTER THIS DAY 
First Tuesday class sessions; no registrations accepted 
First Saturday class sessions; no registrations accepted; 
only registration day, Saturday, September 17 
Thanksgiving recess 
Christmas recess 
Christmas recess 
Saturday classes resume 
Final examinations 
SECOND SEMESTER 
. t· for all on-campus classes; (Saturday, Tues-Reg1stra 10n p M 
day and Wednesday); 8:45 A .M.-1 :00 .. 
NO REGISTRATION AFTER THIS DAY 
FJrst ues ay ' . T d class sessions· no registrations accepted 
First atur ay ' . S d class sessions· no registrations accepted; 
only registration day, Saturday, February 4 
Easter recess 
Easter recess 
Saturday classes resume 
Final Examinations 
June 11 II Commencement Sunday, 
6 
ON-CAMPUS CLASSES 
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES 
XOTE: On-campus registration is limited to ONE DAY each semester; Satur-
day, September 17 and Saturday, February 4, only. 
FIRST SEMESTER 
Saturday, September 17 8:45 A.M.-1:00 P.M. Registration Day 
Registration for all on-campus Extension classes (Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday). 
8: 45 A.M. GRADUATE DIVISION 
(I) Students who have registered in Graduate courses previously, or have 
filed the Application for Admission blank, to begin work this semester, 
secure instruction sheet on 2nd Floor Ad. Bldg. and follow directions 
as indicated. 
(2) Students who have not filed Application for Admission blank must 
report to Graduate Division office, Room Adm. 114-5, and complete 
this app lica tion form before going to register. 
1:45 A.M. UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
(1) Undergraduate students must have a wr.itten permit to register for 
courses from the Director of Elementary and Secondary Education. 
This permit should be obtained before the day of registration and must 
be presented to be admitted to the registration line. 
(2) No undergraduate student may register without this permit. 
(3) Undergraduate students who have obtained this permit should then 
report to the second floor of the Administration Building and follow 
registration instructions. 
1:00 P.M. REGISTRATION CLOSES 
Students must be registered and fees paid before leaving the College 
Saturday, September 17. There will be no later registration period. 
Tuesday, September 20, Wednesday, September 21 , and Saturday, September 
!4, all on-campus classes will meet in their first regular sessions as scheduled. 
.Yo registrations will be received. 
SECOND SEMESTER 
faturday, February 4 8:45 A.M.-1:00 P.M. Registration Day 
Registration for all on-campus Extension classes (Tuesday, Wednesday 
and Saturday) . No registration after Saturday, February 4. 
J:45 A.M.-1 :00 P .M. 
GRADUATE and UNDERGRADUATE students please follow instruc-
tions and schedule of registration as listed above for FIRST semester. 
Students must be registered and fees paid before leaving the Colleige 
Saturday, February 4. There will be no later registration period. 
Tuesday, February 7, Wednesday, February 8 and Saturday, February 11, all 
in-campus classes will meet in their first regular sessions as scheduled. No 
·egistrations will be received. 
7 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Admission to this College and to all other colle~es of :he State 
University of New York is based _on the ac~dem1c quahfications 
of the respective applicants, and_ 1~ ma~e ~1~hout regard to the 
lor Creed or national ongm of md1v1duals. race, co , , 
Extension classes are open to anyone qualified for teaching and 
to persons seeking certification in the State of New York. 
Credit granted for the completion of any course i_n Extension 
which is to be applied toward the Bachelor of Science or_ the 
Master of Science degree, is subject to the approval of the Direc-
tor of the Division concerned. 
E · d·t 1·s transferable to other academic institutions in xtens1on ere 1 . . . . 
d ·th the regulations of the md1v1dual college or um-accor ance w1 
versity receiving the credit. 
Off tensl. on classes will be organized in convenient -campus ex . . . . 
centers when requests received md1cate sufficient _mterest to w~r-
bl. h. them Teacher groups interested m the formation rant esta 1s mg · ' . . 
f ff Courses should contact the Director of Extei:s1on a; 0 o -campus • · f 
· d possible A minimum registration o twenty far m a vance as · . . 
· d t will be required for the orgamzation of such fee paymg stu en s 
off-campus classes. 
6. The right is reserved to mak~, wdit?outht. nt~~=~inany necessary 
changes in the course offerings hste m is u . 
General questions relating to the Extensio~ prog~am of this Col-
7 · h uld b t to Dr Robert E. Albnght, Director of Grad-lege s o e sen . . . k 
uate and Extension Education, State Umvers1ty of New Yor , 
Buffalo 22, New York. 
8 
SPECIAL INFORMATION FOR 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
I. formal admiss ion to the College is required of any Extension stu-
dent who wishes to become a candidate for the Bachelor of 
Science degree. Application for Admission blanks, as well as an 
evaluation of the student's record must be secured from the 
Director of Elementary and Secondary Education. This evalua-
tion is necessary before undergraduate courses can be credited 
toward the Bachelor's degree and it becomes a planned schedule 
for the remainder of the student's degree program. 
1. Graduates of a two or three year elementary education curriculum 
in another college should note that off-campus courses offered by 
this coJ!ege are not acceptable toward residence requirements for 
the Bachelor's degree from this College. 
A minimum of twenty-four semester hours must be earned on 
campus in Summer Session, Extension program, or regular Col-
lege session. Any student wishing to attend the regular College 
session in order to meet residence requirements must apply to the 
Director of Elementary and Secondary Education Division for 
admission to the College with advanced credit standing. 
J. Graduates of a two or three year elementary education curriculum 
in this College must arrange to register for the last twelve hours 
of the fourth year on campus in regular College Session, summer 
session or extension courses. 
t Only students who have graduated from a two or three year ele-
mentary education curriculum may complete all of the remaining 
requirements for the Bachelor's degree through extension classes. 
i. Students wishing to register for undergraduate courses to meet 
certification requirements may enroll in extension classes as 
Special Students. However, credit earned will not necessarily be 
accepted toward a degree program. 
A permit to register must be secured by all undergraduate students 
in Elementary Education from the Director of Elementary and 
Secondary Education before registration in any extension or 
summer session courses. 
·. Undergraduate students in the extension program are held to all 
academic regulations of the college. 
9 
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THE GRADUATE DIVISION 
EXTENSION SESSION 
1960 - 1961 
Graduate Curricula 
Graduate courses lead to the Master of Science degree with 
majors. in Art Education, E~r~y Se_condary Educ~~ion, Elementary 
Education, Elementary Adm1mstrat1on or Superv1S1on, Exceptional 
Children Education, Home Economics Education, Industrial Arts 
Education . 
Graduate Work Limited to Summer Session and 
Extension Classes 
At present no graduate work is offered during the Regular 
Session. Graduate schedules will be planned so that requirements for 
the Master of Science degree may be completed by attendance at five 
Summer Sessions. This time may be shortened by registration in Ex-
tension classes. 
Requirements for Admission to Graduate Division 
Applicants meeting the following requirements are eligible for 
admission to the Graduate Division: 
l. An acceptable academic and teaching record. An applicant 
must be able to present an undergraduate scholastic average of 2.3 or 
higher, an acceptable teaching record testified by a confidential state-
ment from the administrator of the school wherein employed, and 
recommendations concerning academic and personal qualifications 
supplied by three persons in a position to make valid statements. 
2. One of the following: 
A. An approved Bachelor's Degree and eligibility to teach in the 
elementary school or in a field of specialization in New York 
10 
State. 
An approved Bachelor's Degree is one granted by a teachers 
college, liberal arts college, or university which is accredited 
by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Educa-
tion, an appropriate regional accrediting agency, or a State 
University. 
B. An approved Bachelor's De ree a . 
fied to teach . N y g nd a desire to become certi-
m ew ork Stat d 
the Bureau of Teacher Certifi~a~i::. er the requirements of 
C. An approved Bachelor's Deoree . 
from another state Com l ( ~nd a teachmg certificate 
quirements does n~t guarfn;e~o~ o the Master's D~gree_ re-
Applicants interested in New Yo:; SYork St~te c~rtification. 
secure an evaluation of er d"t d tate certification should 
work necesary from th 1 an a statement of prescribed 
State Education Depart;entrAealbu of lTeNacher Certification, 
' any , ew York. 
Procedure Before Registration 
l. Secure an Application for Ad . . 
of the Graduate Division. mJsswn blank from the Director 
2 . . Return application, with all data . 
for registration in the Summe S . requ1red, before June 1, 
. . . r ess1on. before Septembe 1 f 
reg1strat1on m first semester Exte . . ' d r ' or . . . ns1on, an before Janua 1 f 
registration m the second semester E t . . ry ' or x ens1on session. 
3. Furnish the Graduate Office with a . . 
the college which granted the Bachelor's d n official transcript from 
graduates of this college.) egree. (Not necessary for 
4. Filing of the Application for Admis . -
ate Office constitutes a permit t . s1on blank Ill the Gradu-
iraduate study. 0 regzSter for a student beginning 
Full graduate status, however is de e d 
iletion of all credentials requ· d 'f dp ? ~nt upon: (a) com-
D. · · Ire or a m1ss1on to th G d 1v1s10n, and (b) approval of th D" e ra uate e irector of the Graduate Division. 
Appointment of an Adviser 
I. An adviser cannot be a ointed . 
~anted. Full graduate status is Xf enden until full graduate. status is 
credentials required for adm· . p h t upon the complet10n of all 
iss1on to t e Graduate Division. 
2. An adviser must be appointed as s 
credit is earned. Therefore th d oon as 6 semester hours of 
md secure full graduate st~t e stu ent should complete credentials 
· us as soon as possible aft Ii -
:or admission to the Graduate D" . . . er app cat10n 
IVISIOn JS filed. 
11 
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Admission to Candidacy . 
. . 1- t' on for admission to candidacy for the Master's Filing an app 1ca 1 
l Sponsl.bility of each student after he has com-d e is the persona re . 
egre . . f . hours At the completion of twelve semester 
leted a m1mmum o six . . fi . 
p k he must apply for candidacy or le with the 
h urs of graduate wor . 0 G d t D"iv·ision a statement that he does not intend 
D . tor of the ra ua e · irec d"d f deoree If subsequently he decides to file 
b ome a can I ate or a o · . 
to ec . he must at that time have an ~valuation made of _all 
for cand1dacly, d f the purpose of formulating a program leadmg 
work comp ete or 
to the Master's degree. 
Admission to Candidacy Depends Up?n : 
. of B or better m courses presented for 
1 A cumulative average 
. d' t No work of D orade will be accepted. 
graduate ere i • 0 • d'd h 
d . f onl the adviser of the can I ate to t e 2. A recommen aiton r 
Director of the G raduate Division. . 
. ·u examination may be reqmred by the 
3. A comprehensivehwn eonmmendation of the student's adviser 
d C ncil upon t e rec 
the Division in which application is made. 
Re uirements for Master of Science Degree 
q . f th' t -two semester hour program· of graduate 
1. Completion o ir Y 
courses. f f credits can be accepted for courses 
A limited amount o trans er 
taken at another college : d b ing equal in scope and content to 
A. If they are evaluate as e 
those offered by this college. 
t f the required program of B. If they form a coherent par o 
study. . . seven years prior to 
C. If they have been completed withm 
registration at this college. 
d Credits earned at another col-
D . If they_ are of A orf gra ; · are not accepted for transfer to 
lege with grades o or 
this college. d 
. f B or better in all gra uate courses 
2. A cumulative average o h . hours of C and no 
h. 11 ge Not more t an nme ' completed in t is co e . d t rd the M aster's degree. 
f D d will be accepte owa work o gra e, . . nts A course shall satisfy 
3. Completion of residence reqmreme . 
12 
the requ irements for residence if it is offered on the Campus, within 
the ci ty of Buffalo, at a College Camp, or at a branch established by 
the College. 
A. For graduates of this college-a minimum of twenty hours 
in-residence is required out of the total th irty-two. 
B. For graduates of another college-a minimum of twenty-four 
credit hours in-residence is required out of the total thirty-
two. 
4. Completion of all course work within six years of registration 
in first course. Five summer sessions of six weeks each is regarded 
the usual period of attendance. However, th is time may be shortened 
by registration in Evening and Saturday Extension Classes. 
A. Students holding full-time teaching positions are limited to a 
maximum of four credits per semester or eight per academic 
year in Extension classes. No credit will be given for work 
taken beyond this maximum at this college or elsewhere. 
B. In Summer Session students are permitted to earn a maxi-
mum of two credits for a two-weeks program; three credits 
for a three-weeks program; six credits for a six-weeks pro-
gram and eight credits for an eight-weeks program. 
Special Students 
l. Students not intending to apply for admission to candidacy 
!or the Master 's degree, may be permitted to register for courses in 
ilie Graduate Division as special students, with the understanding that 
credits earned will not necesarily count toward fulfillment of Master's 
degree requirements. 
2. A special student deciding to matriculate for the Master's 
degree must request an evaluation of all graduate credits earned, 
complete the credentials required for full graduate status , and follow 
aprogram of graduate study planned by the Director of the Graduate 
Division to meet curriculum, grade and time-limit requirements. 
3. Not more than twelve semester hours may be earned by a 
ipecial student unless a statement that he does not intend to become 
a candidate for the Master's degree is fil ed with the Director of the 
Graduate Division. 
4. An application must be secured and filed in the office of the 
Graduate Division before registration as a special student. 
Tuition Fees 
Graduate Division fees are $15.00 per credit hour. 
13 
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GRADUATE CURRICULA 
ART EDUCATION 
T lcAL AND RELATED FIELDS COURSES lN ECH 
_ -- 20- 23 SEM. HOURS 
Technical Courses: . .· . 
Art 501 Workshop in Art Education Mate11als, Prnc-
Art 503 
Art 506 
Art 507 
Art 508 
esses and Procedures ___________ - . -----· -- - 3 Sem. Hrs. 
k h' · Usi·ng the Visual Language - - 3 Sem. Hrs. Wor s op m s 
· · Contemporary Art ----------------- 2 em. Hrs. 
Seminar m . · · 2 6 S 
St d. 1·n Drawing and Paintmg -- - em. Hrs. Graduate u 10 . 
Graduate Studio in Design and Spatial Or-2 6 S H 
ganization ----------- ------ ---------- ·-------- -- - - em. rs. 
S d. · Crafts __ _ ---- - 2- 6 Sem. Hrs. Art 509 Graduate tu lO m - - 3 S H 
Graduate Studio in Photography em. rs. 
AA:.~ ; Graduate Studio .in Scu\pt~1re - 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Graduate Studio in Graphic Arts 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 513 2 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 520 Art Camp ------------- -·· 2-4 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 526 Special Study -----· --.--· --- -· --- ----- 2 6 S H 
· the Practical Arts - -- ----- -- - em. rs. 
Graduate Courses m 
Courses in Related Fields:. ---- ---- 3 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs. A t 502 Art Educat10n Today --- ------- . . r . · H man Affairs 
Art 504 Seminar m Art m u . _ ____ 3 Sem. Hrs. 
* Art 505 Seminar in. Art Educat10n - -- 2 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 514 Workshop m Folk Arts -- ________ 2-4 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 526 Special ~tupdy ·h•---i -g· y- ;~d-id~;;ation _ 2-6 Sem. Hrs. 
Graduate Courses m syc o o 
Research: 2 Sem. Hrs. 
575 Research Techniques - 4 S H * *Ed. em. rs. 
Art 550 Project - - -----:-- ---- ---·- -- · ----- _ ________ __ _ 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Art 525 Master's Thesis ----·f-· ---- - --- -~h his adviser may select one 
d. d t fter a con erence w1 ' . \ (Each can I a e, redit may be applied to th~ techmca or 
of the above reqmrement\r d d between them depend mg upon the 
related area, or may be iv1 e 
nature of the work done.) 
_ 9-12 SEM. HRS. 
ELECTIVES IN ARTS AN? SMcm~CE~---g-ii~h-- s~;;;-;-S;t;d;;~: Science, 
Graduate courses m us1~, n ' 
and Mathematics. By advisement. Total requirements: 32 semester hours. 
EARLY SECONDARY EDUCATION . 
. . h rowing demand for teachers m 
The College, respon~mg to e gh developed a program which 
the seventh, eighth, and nmth gr~ eds, as and an elementary teaching 
enables the holder of a Bachelor s egree , 
, d in Art Education. . . . Office * Required for Masters egree f ·stration: Graduate D1v1S1on . * * Reserve place three months be ore reg1 
14 
certificate to extend the validity of such certificate to include teaching 
in the early secondary (junior high) schools of New York State. 
The completion of two courses in one summer session ( one in 
Early Secondary School Education and one in the subject matter field 
of specialization), will entitle the elementary teacher to a provisional 
certificate to teach in the early secondary grades. This certification 
will be renewed from year to year by continued summer session and 
extension study, and teaching in the early secondary (junior high 
school) grades. The permanent form of early secondary certification 
will be granted upon the completion of thirty semester hours in this 
iraduate program and evidence of satisfactory teaching experience at 
me early secondary grade level. 
A teacher preparing for early secondary (junior high) school 
leaching who wishes also to become a candidate for the Master of 
)Cience degree must complete thirty-two semester hours of graduate 
work. Admission, candidacy, and Master's degree requirements will 
iJe found under Graduate Program in this bulletin. 
Preparation for teaching in the early secondary grades is offered 
in four subject matter fields: English, Mathematics, Science, Social 
l!udies. 
THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH 
IN EARLY SECONDARY (JUNIOR HIGH) SCHOOL 
PREREQU ISITES ---------------------------------------------·--------------·------ _________ 21 SEM. HRS. 
Written Composition --------------------------------- ____ ____ _ ______ 6 Sem . Hrs. 
Speech ______ ·------------------------------------------------- ------ _______________ 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Literature (English, American, Contemporary) _ _ 9 Sem. Hrs. 
THE GRADUATE PROGRAM _____________________ --------------- ----------- ____ _30-32 SEM. HRS.* 
Required Courses: (by advisement) within the area of 
specialization· ---------------------------------------------------------- 12 Sem. Hrs. 
3 hour course in English Literature to be chosen from: 
Eng. 504, 505, 509, 511A, 511B, 520, 521, 523. 
3 hour course in American Literature to be chosen from: 
Eng. 502, 503, 510, 518, 519, 522, 524. 
3 hour course in general literature to be chosen from: 
Eng. 506, 507, 508, 512, 515, 519. 
• 30 semester hours for certification; 32 semester hours for the Master's 
kgree. 
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3 hour course in language to be chosen from: Eng. 
500, 526 
Elective Courses: (by advisement) within the area of 
specialization or other academic fields ................. 9-10 Sem. Hrs. 
Professional Courses: -·- ····-···········-······························8-l l Sem. Hrs. 
Required courses: Ed. 532; (by advisement) Ed. 
529, 536. Eng. 527 (Required of students ex-
tending certification to include Early Secondary 
English, who have not had English 213.) 
Elective courses: Ed. 506, 519, 523, 533, 537, 538, 
541, 542 
Research: Required of all students who are candidates for the Master' 
degree, (2-5 Sem. Hrs.). Each candidate, after conference with hi: 
adviser, may select one of the following requirements in research: 
*Ed. 575 Research Methods and Techniques ............. 2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 550 Project ............... ·····-··········•······-·· .................. 4 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 525 Master's Thesis ·-······-···············-·····-·- ... ..... 5 Sem. Hrs. 
THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS 
IN EARLY SECONDARY (JUNIOR HIGH) SCHOOL 
PREREQUISITES ...................................................... ····--········· ······· -···l2 SEM. HRS. 
Twelve or more semester hours of undergraduate mathematics 
(chosen by advisement) from the following: 
General Mathematics, College Algebra, Plane Trigonometry, Plane 
Analytic Geometry, Differential Calculus, Integral Calculus. 
THE GRADUATE PROGRAM ········-···································· ··30-32 SEM. HRs.** 
Required Courses: within the area of specialization, 
Math. 503, 504, 506, 507 ........... ·-··-···-··-············· ···· 12 Sem. Hrs. 
Elective Courses: (by advisement) in the area of spe-
cialization or other academic field ············-·· ···-··•·-9-10 Sem. Hrs. 
Professional Courses: ·········-·········-···························8-11 Sem. Hrs. 
Required Courses: Ed. 532; (by advisement) Ed. 
529, 536. 
Elective Courses: Ed. 506, 519, 523, 533, 537, 
538, 541, 542. 
Research.- Required of all students who are candidates for the Mas• 
ter's degree, (2-5 Sem. Hrs.). Each candidate, after conference with 
his adviser, may select one of the following requirements in research: 
*Ed. 575 Research Methods and Techniques -· ··- _ .... 2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 550 Project ····--············ -·························· ..... .. .. 4 Sem. Hr,. 
Ed. 525 Master's Thesis ... ··-·····-············· -·-·· .... ...... 5 Sem. Hrs. 
* Reserve place three months before registration: Graduate Division Office. 
** 30 semester hours for certification; 32 semester hours for the Master's 
degree. 
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IN E THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE 
ARLY SECONDARY (JUNIOR HIGH) 
PREREQUJSITl:S 
SCHOOL 
Earth Science ·· ····· ·· ············-···-··24 SEM. HRS. 
Biology _ ······· ··· ·····--··-----·-· 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Physics -···---··· ·· 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Chemistry 6 Sem. Hrs. 
TH~ GRADUATE PROGRAM 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Required Courses with . -- -··:·---·-····30-32 SEM. HRS.* 
Sci. 501, 5 I 8 . m the area of specialization 
Elective Courses (by advisem~:·t)-·t0· ~ - - ·h··· ·-•· ---·---··· 3-6 Sem. Hrs. 
Sc1. 502 503 504 505 523 e c osen from: 
. ' ' ' , , 527, 528 .. 
Elective Course •· (by d . ·····----·---·----6-9 Sem. Hrs. 
•'- a v1sement) · h · 
specialization or other acad - fiwll m the area of 
. emic elds: 
Professional Courses: ·····-·······9- 10 Sem. Hrs. 
Required Courses: E.d 532; (by . .. ·········-··---·8-11 Sem. Hrs. 
529, 536, Sci. 510. . advisement) Ed. 
Elective Courses. Ed 506 519 
541, 542. - ' ' ' 523, 533, 537, 538, 
Research: Required of all student . 
degree, (2-5 Sem Hrs) E h s wh? are candidates for the Master's 
adviser, may sele~t one. ~f thac f claJ ndi_date, af~er conference with his 
e o owing require ts · i•*Ed 575 R men m research: 
. esearch Methods and Techniques 
Ed. 550 Project --·-·-·--·· 2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 525 Master's The;is -··· 4 Sem. Hrs. 
·--- ··- ··· --·-···--····· 5 Sem. Hrs. 
IN [:;i~~~~v°F(J SOCIAL STUDIES 
UNIOR HIGH) SCHOOL 
l'REREQUISITES 
American History 
European History 
Geography .... 
21 SEM. HRS. 
Political_ Science ) -Mi·~·i;u;;.;··~f--2··h;s ·· · -· ·--· ..... . 
Ec~nom1cs each in 2 fields . 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
Socwlogy. J . _ .. .. --··· .: 
(Subst1tut1on may be made f . d' _ -· -· -·-. · ·· •··-· 6 Sem. Hrs. 
deficiency is corrected on th .or md IYldual reqmrements provided the 
e gra uate level.) 
fHE GRADUATE PROGRAM 
Required_ Courses: (by advisement ) 
specia 11zation: ---- ·-·---------·- --
···· •······30_32 SEM. HRs_ * 
within the area of 
·· · ·· - ·····-········-· 12 Sem. Hrs. 
* 30 semester hours f ·fi . 
:egree. or cert1 cation; 32 semester hours for the M t ' '* R I as er s eserve p ace three months before registration·. 
Graduate Division Office. 
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a. In ~e_lated ~elds: . S S. 503, 519 (Minimum of 2 hours 
Economics such as: S.S. 5o5 Political Science such as· · leach in 2 fields. 
. h . s s 506 521 ------------ 6 Sem. Hrs. 
So~wlogy. ~ucle:t ·ha~ been 'met by electives on the undergraduate 
(If this requuen bstitute Social Studies graduate electives.) 
level, the stu~cnt. m~y ~u 3 areas _____ __ __ _______ 6 Sem. Hrs. 
b. Concentr~t1on idn Ne: York St~~;-S-tudies such as: Commumty an 
S S 506 507 509, 510, 519. 
Am~r-ican Studi~s such as : S.S. 500, 502, 504, 512, 
513, 515, 52 1. 501B 508 511 
World Studies such as: S .S. 501A, ' ' , 
516 518· Geog 500, 501. 
. c' , . (by. advisement) within the area of 
Electi ve _ourses. ic fields __________________ 9-10 Sem. Hrs. 
specializat10n or o ther academ __________ 8-11 Sem. Hrs. 
Professional Courses: -------------id -532 -or Ed . 536 (by 
Required courses: Ed. 529, . 
advisement), S.S. 520 519 523 533 , 537 , 538, Elective courses: Ed. 50 6, ' ' 
541, 542 1 d ts who are candidates for the Mas-h R ·red of al stu en . 
Researc : eqm ) Each candidate, after conference with 
ter's degree, (2-5 Sem. Hrs. f. th f 1lowing requirements in research: 
. · select one o e O - s H 
his adviser, may d Techniques ____________ 2-3 em. rs. 
*Ed. 575 Research Methods an ··-------------- 4 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 550 Project . 5 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 525 Master's TheSJS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
(Effective . . tern ber 1, 19 59. Students registered 
for students matnculat1tl59S~~llow former curriculum) 
before September 1, 9 S u" 
EM. nKS. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
------- -------REQUIRED PROFESSIONAL C~URSE~--- il_e_m_e_n-tar-y--=Education ------
El Ed. 501 Semmar m . 
El: Ed. Electives (by advisement) _______________________ _ 
12 SEM. HRS. REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND ScrE:'CES ______________________ ~:::________ 6 em. rs. 
English and/ or. Social Studies _____ ::::::::::::::::=:=:____ ______ 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Academic Electives 3-6 SEM. HRS. 
RESEARC:Ed:··575----R;;~arch Methods a~d--Te;h~i~~~~- __ :::-: __ :·_ ! ~::: ~;:: 
El. Ed. 550 Project ---------------------- ---····-·-----::::___ ___ 6 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 525 Thesis -------------------------·--;th- hi~--;dviser, may select one 
(Each candidate, after a conference w1 
of the above requirements.) 8 SEM. HRS. 
----------------------- · · re UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES . d cation courses permitted mcludmg . 
Maximum of 16 hours m e u l . ments· 32 semester hours. 
h · Tota reqwre · search, project, or t es1s. 
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPALSHIP AND/OR SUPERVISION 
Experienced teachers desiring the elementary school principal's 
provisional certificate should complete the bachelor's degree and six 
semester hours in El. Ed. 503 and 504. Candidates for the permanent 
certificate must complete the bachelor's degree and thirty hours in 
approved graduate courses including, in addition to El. Ed. 503 and 
504, two to four hours in El. Ed. 507 and 520. 
Experienced teachers desiring the elementary school supervisor's 
provisional certificate should complete the bachelor's degree and six 
semester hours in El. Ed. 530 and 531. Candidates for the permanent 
certificate must complete an additional twenty-four semester hours in 
approved graduate courses, six of which should be in the area of ele-
mentary school supervision, in courses such as EL Ed. 521 and 551. 
REQUIRED PROFESSIONAL COURSES 
EI. Ed. 500 Workshop in Elementary Education __ 
El. Ed. 503 Organization of the Elementary School 
El. Ed. 504 Adminis tration of the Elementary 
School _ _ _ _ ______ ___ _______ __ _ ___ _ 
12 SEM. HRS. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. or 
El. Ed. 530 Principles of Supervision _____ ____ _ 3 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 53 I Supervision of Teaching _____ .... _____ 3 Sem. Hrs. 
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES ______ ···-------------- 8-10 SEM. HRS. 
English and / or Social Studies ___ ______ _ _________________ _ 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Academic Electives _ __ __ _ ___________________ _________________ _ ___ 2-4 Sem. Hrs. 
RESEARCH -------- ------------------· . ---·--·--·--·----· ---- ----------- _ -·--------- 2-6 SEM. HRS. 
*Ed. 575 Research Methods and Techniques ____________ 2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 550 Research Project _______ 4 Sem. Hrs. 
Ed. 525 Master's Thesis 6 Sem. Hrs. 
(Each candidate, after conference with his adviser, may select one 
of the above requirements.) 
~~RESTRICTED ELECTIVES ____ _ 
4-10 SEM. HRS. 
Total requirements: 32 semester hours. 
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN EDUCATION 
EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH MENTAL RETARDATION 
REQUIR ED COURSES IN THE FIELD OF SPECIALIZATION _____ __ _ 
By advisement, from the following: 
Ex. Ed. 520 Speech Correction for Elementary 
School Teachers ____________________________ _ 
Ex. Ed. 527 
Ex. Ed. 535 
Guidance of Children who are Excep-
tional _________________________________ ------------
12 SEM. HRS. 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
· Graduate Divi- * Reserve place three months in advance of registration: Graduate Divi-
h in advance of regiS t.ration: :~n Office. * Reserve place three mont s 
sion Office. 
Mental Measurement ______ ·--------- _______ _ 2 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
18 
19 
1 
1l 
18 
17. 
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Ex. Ed. 538 
Ex. Ed. 551 
Ex. Ed. 561 
Ex. Ed. 571 
Ex. Ed. 591 
Understanding the Problem Child in 
the Classroom -------------- --------- --.---- --
. . Education cif Children Practicum in . 
with Mental Retardation ----- -: - -
. 1 Education for Children Occupat1ona . 
with Mental Retardation . 
Occupational Skills for Children with 
Mental Retardation -
Nature and Needs of Children who 
Present Exceptional Problems of 
Learning 
ES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES --------------
REQUIRED COURS . d" -------- - -------
English and/or _Social Stu ies ----------------:::=--------- --- -----
Academic Electives --- ---- ---------------------
2 Sem. Hrs. 
4 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs, 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem, Hrs. 
12 SEM, HRS, 
6 Sem, Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
RESEARCH -~-E--d--.- -5--7--5- Res~~~:;-h---M~;h_-~ds and Techniques _ _ 2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
4 Sem. Hrs. El. Ed. 5 50 Research Proi~ct ------· ---- -- 6 Sem. Hrs. 
2-6 SEM, HRS. 
El. Ed. 525 Master's Thesis --- with his adviser, may select one 
( Each candidate, after conference 
of the above requirements.) 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
5-9 SEM. HRS. 
ORTHOPEDIC HANDICA P EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH 
F LD OF SPECIALIZATION ----------- ---REQUIRED COURSES IN THE IE . 
12 SEM. HRS. 
. t f om the following: ·1 
By adv1semen , r . the Education of Chi -
Ed 502 Workshop in • 6 Sem Hrs Ex. · . h O tbopedic Hand icap ________ · · dren wit r . "th 
. . Education of Children w1 
Ex. Ed. 512 Seminar Ill 2 Sem. Hrs. 
Orthopedic Handicap ------------ - --- --
Ex. Ed. 520 Speech Correction for Elementary 2 Sem. Hrs. 
School Teachers ------------ _ 
"d of Children who are Excep Ex. Ed. 527 Gm ance 
tional ------------ ---- ------------- · Child---;; 
Understanding the Problem Ex. Ed. 538 
the Classroom ------- ------ ------ -- -----· h-
. d Needs of Children w o 
E Ed 591 Nature an bl of 
x. . Present Exceptional Pro ems 
Learning 
N ARTS AND SCIENCES -REQUIRED COURSES 1 . . _____ _ 
I. h d/ or Social Studies ----------- ----Eng 1s an 
Academic Electives ------- -------•- ·----
R ESEARCH -~Ed-~--57-5-- Rese~;;i;--M~th~d;--and Techniques 
El. Ed. 550 Research Project ----------· 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
\ 2 SEM. HRS. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
2-6 SEM. HRS. 
2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
4 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 525 Master's Thesis 
(Each candidate, after conference 
of the above requirements.) 
with his adviser, may select one 
[;~R[STR ICTED El ECT!Vl,S 
5-9 SEM. HRS. 
EDUCATION OF CJIJLOREN WITH SPEECH AND H EAR ING IMPAIRMENT 
PRLRLQUISI I cS -- ---
~cience of Speech and Hearing 
Phonetics 
Speech Pathology 
.)peech Correction 
16 SEM. HRS. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
Jntroduction to Audiology 
(Substitution may be made for individual requirements 
deficiency is corrected on the graduate level.) 
THE GRAD UAfE PROGRAM _________ _ 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
provided the 
REQUIRID COURSES JN THE F IELD OF SPLCIALIZATJON 
By advisement from the following: 
Ex. Ed. 556 Advanced Seminar in Voice and Ar-
ticulation Disorders 
Audiometry and Hearing Aids 
Neuropathologies of Speech 
Seminar in Stuttering 
Ex. Ed. 557 
Ex. Ed. 558 
Ex. Ed. 559 
Ex. Ed. 543 
Ex. Ed. 560 
Ex. Ed. 591 
Speech Reading and Auditory Training 
Advanced Clinic in Speech-Hearing 
Disorders 
Nature and Needs of Children Who 
Present Exceptional Problems of 
Learning 
32 SEM. HRS. 
12 SEM. HRS. 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs . 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES 
English and / or Social Studies 
Academic Electives 
9-12 SEM. HRS. 
RESEARCH _ 
*Ed. 575 
El. Ed. 550 
El. Ed. 525 
Research Methods and Techniques 
Research Project 
Master's Thesis 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
2-6 SEM. HRS. 
2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
4 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
(Each candidate, after conference with his adviser, may select one 
of the above requirements.) 
~~RESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
(OURSES IN TECHNICAL AND RELATED FIELDS 
Technical Courses: 
Family Life 
Foods and Nutrition 
Clothing and Textiles 
Equipment 
5-9 SEM. HRS , 
20-23 SEM. HRS. 
th ree months in advance o * Reserve place 
* Reserve place three months in advance of registration: Graduate Divi-. t· . Graduate Divi- •n Office. f reg1stra 10n • '" 
sion Office. 
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Management 
Housing 
Family Finance 
R elated Courses: 
H. Ee. 500 (required) 
Evaluation 
Electives (by advisement) 
**Research: h · 
*Ed. 575 Research Methods and Tee mques, or 
H. Ee. 550 Project, or 
H . Ee. 525 Thesis . 9- 12 SEM. HRS. 
COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES------------------------ -------
Art 
English 
Science 
Social Science l ) 
Unrestricted Electives (in Arts and Sciences on y 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
20-23 SEM. HRS. 
COURSES IN T ECHNICAL AND RELATED FIELDS ________________________ _ 
12 Sem. Hrs. 
Tech11ical Courses: ----------- ------------- - __ 2- 4 Sem. Hrs. 
Specialization in Shop LaboratorY-----:------ --------- ----- · 2-4 Sem. Hrs. 
Workshop in Industrial Arts Educat10n --------··--··--·--·- 2- 6 Sem. Hn.. 
. . Industrial Arts Educat10n -·--------------·- - -- -·-
Semmar m . 2- 6 Sem. Hrs. 
F . Id Studies in Industrial Areas ---·-·---··-·---··-·-·-· . -1e 10 Sem. Hrs. 
Courses in Related Fields· - ·-·--·---·-:---·--·-·-·-·----·----··-··-2-4 Sem. Hrs. 
Workshop in Industrial Art Educat1on .-:--l----:-·-----·---·--·· 2-4 Sem Hrs 
L bor Problems and Leg1s atton --·-·--·-· . . 
Contemporary a d. d 2-6 Sem Hrs 
Occupational Activities for the Han icappe ·-·-------····· 2-6 Sem: Hrs·. 
Electives ( by advisement) ------------·-···-···--·-·-·---·-··--·-·-·--·-
Research: . __ 2-3 Sem. Hrs. 
,:, Ed. 57 5 Research Techmques -----··-----·----------·-··-·--·· 4 Sem. Hrs. 
I.A. 550 Project --------------··· ·····-·····-···--········· 6 Sem. Hrs. 
I A 525 Thesis ---------------------------·-·:·-h--h-~----a·dviser, may select one 
. . . ft conference wit is 
(Each candidate, er Credit may be applied to technical or 
of the above reqmrements. th depending upon the nature 
related fields or divided between em 
of the work done.) 
9-12 Sem. Hrs. 
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES--- ·--------·-·-·----· 2-4 Sem. Hrs. 
English - -----------------------:··---------·-·-·- -- ·----·-·- 3-6 Sem. Hrs. 
Mathematics and/or Science ________________ ·-·-· 2-4 Sem. Hrs. 
Social Studies ------------------------·-·-···---·-·-·-·· - ·-·-- 3-6 Sem. Hrs. 
Unrestricted Electives -···------··----·--··,- -·-·-·--:·-·-·-·en-·,-;: 3·2-semester hours. 
Tota. reqwrem .,. . .. 
. . t a1·1on. Graduate D1v1S1on ths prior to reg1s r · * Reserve place three man 
Office. Methods and Techniques, 2-3 Semester Hours; H. &. 
** Ed . 575, Resear~hH E 525 6 Semester Hours. 
550, 4 Semester Hours, · c. ' 
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INTENSIVE TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM 
ELEMENTARY TEACHING CERTIFICATION FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES 
To help relieve the shortage of elementary teachers the College 
offers an Intensive Teacher Training Program through which four-
year graduates_ f~om accredit_ed colleges and universities with little or 
no teacher trammg preparation may prepare for teaching in the ele-
mentary school. Completion of The Elementary Education Workshop 
in one Summer Session will entitle the college graduate to a provi-
sional elementary certificate which will be valid so long as the study 
program is continued. Attendance at two summer sessions in succes-
sion is required. Remainder of credits may be completed in either 
Extension or Summer Session classes. To complete the requirements 
for the permanent form of elementary certification 30 semester hours 
of study is required as well as two years of successful full time teach-
ing experience in public elementary schools. 
Students in the Intensive Teacher Training Program may earn 
the Master of Science degree by following regulations for admission 
to candidacy and meeting all requirements of the Master's degree 
curriculum in Elementary Education as outlined in this catalog. 
All college graduates interested in this program for certification 
in elementary school teaching, should make application, complete 
credentials and have a personal interview before May 25, 1961. 
Intermediate Grade Group 
El. Ed. 500A Workshop in Elementary Education 
(Summer Session only) ·--············-- 8 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 510 Seminar in Elementary School Prob-
I ems ··········-·-···------------·----------- ______ 3 Sem. Hrs. 
(Emphasis on Science, Mathematics 
and Language Arts) 
El. Ed. 511 Music and Art in the Elementary 
School -·-·-···-·····-----------·------·---- --·-·-- 3 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 512 Seminar in Child Development (Sum-
mer Session only) .. ---··········-·········· 6 Sem. Hrs. 
El. Ed. 516 Methods and Materials in the Elemen-
tary School -·--·-----------·----------------- 3 Sem. Hrs . 
El. Ed. 501 Seminar in Elementary Education _______ 3 Sem. Hrs. 
Electives -------------------·······---·----·------------- 4 Sem. Hrs. 
30 Sem. Hrs.** 
*El. Ed. 575 Research Methods and Techniques 
(for Master's Degree Candidates) 2 Sem. Hrs. 
32 Sem. Hrs.** 
* Reserve place three months in advance of registration: Graduate Division 
Office. 
** 30 semester hours for certification; 32 semester hours for the Master's 
degree. 
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Kindergarten-Primary Group . 
· El entary Education Ed 500A Workshop m em El · · 1 ) · (Summer Session on Y -------- . 
. . •n Early Childhood Education El Ed 515 Semma1 I • 
E i° Ed. 522 Psychology of the Pre-School Child 
· · . • El tary School Prob-Ed 510 Seminar m emen El. . 
El. Ed. 511 
El. Ed. 512 
*El. Ed. 575 
len1s ---------- -- - --- - -- --- - : -
(Emphasis on Science, Mathematics 
and Language Arts) 
Music and Art in the Elementary 
School - ---· - --
Seminar in Child Development (Sum-
mer Session only) ______ -- --- -
Electives 
Research Methods and Techniques 
D Candidates) (for Master's egree 
8 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
4 Sem. Hrs. 
30 Sem. Hrs.•• 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
32 Sem. Hrs.** 
. d e of registration: Graduate Division * Reserve place three months m a vane . 
Offi e 'fi . . 32 semester hours for the Masters * 30 semester hours for cerll cation' 
degree. 
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EXTENSION DIVISION SCHEDULE 
(Saturday-Tuesday-Wednesday) 
GRADUATE DIVISION CLASSES 
1960-1961 
First Semester 
SATURDAY MORNING: 9:00 A.M. - 11 :30 A.M. (3 hours credit) 
Art 508x Graduate Studio in D esign and Spatial 
Organization __ _________ __ ______ Mr. Dakin 
Art 509x Graduate Studio in Crafts _ _ _ _ _ .Dr. Winebrenner 
Art 5 J 3x Graduate Studio in Graphic Arts ___ Mr. O'Connell 
El. Ed. 50 Ix Seminar in Elementary Education ___ -----· .Dr. Crayton 
El. Ed. 503x Organization of the Elementary School _ Dr. Kopp 
El. Ed. 542x Seminar in Early Secondary School 
Curriculum Dr. King 
SATURDAY MORNING: 9:00 A.M. - 10:40 A.M. (2 hours credit) 
Art 508x Graduate Studio in Design and Spatial 
Organization Mr. Dakin 
Art 509x Graduate Studio in Crafts __ ___ __ Dr. Winebrenner 
Art 5 I 3x Graduate Studio in Graphic Arts _ Mr. O'Connell 
El. Eel. 5 l 6x Methods and Materials in the Elementary School 
El. Ed. 575x Research Methods and Techniques ____________ Dr. Penn 
Eng. 505x Studies in the Novel ______ ___ ____ __ _____ __ Dr. Gronewald 
Ex. Ed. 535x Mental Measurement 
I.A. 501x Seminar in Industrial Arts __ __ __ Dr. Neuthardt 
I.A. 509x History of Industrial Arts Education_________ _ __ Dr. Russell 
I.A. 513x Workshop in Ceramics ______________________________ Mr. Zielinski 
Sci. 527x Current Research in Science ______________ __ _ Dr. Harman 
S.S. 512x United States in Contemporary World 
Affairs _________ _ 
S.S. 521 x Contemporary Social Problems__ ____________ __ 
Dr. Peterson 
Dr. Rogers 
Dr. Weaver 
SATURDAY MORNING: 10:50 A.M. - 12:30 P.M. (2 hours credit) 
El. Ed. 575x Research Methods and Techniques _________ Dr. Barnett 
El. Ed. 533x Workshop in Audio-Visual Education Dr. Steffen 
Eng. 5 I 9x Literature and the World Today ________________ Dr. Baker 
Eng. 524x Realism in American Literature __________ Dr. Fried 
Ex. Ed. 57 J x Occupational Skills _ ______ __ _ _ __ Dr. Waagen 
H.Ec. 506x Seminar in Home Management _ .Miss Adams 
H.Ec. 5 I Ox Problems of Housing and Home 
Furnishing _____ _________ _________________ _ Dr. Roudebush 
I.A. 5 I 7 Ax Electronics __ _ _ Dr. Cook 
LA. 520x Design in lndustria l Arts 
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I.A. 524x 
Sci. 501x 
S.S. 504x 
S.S. 519x 
· · Industrial Arts --- -------- --- -- - _____ Dr. Peters 
~:;!u;~:;~n in Science L -----:----------------- ------ .Dr. L_aug 
. f th American Frontier__ _____ --- _____ Dr. Robison History o e d 
Case Studies in Local Government an 
Politics 
_______________________________________________ Mr. Stone 
. 0 p M _ 6 :00 P.M. (2 hours credit) TUE DAY AFTcRNOON: 4. 2 . . . 
Ex. Ed. 543x Speech Readmg 
M 8 . 10 p M. (2 hours credit) G. 6· 30 P. · - · . · D M t TU ESDAY EVEN IN • · h M thods and Techniques___ r. ar orana 
El. Ed. 575x Researc e 
PM 9 .00 P.M. (3 hours credit) G. 6·30 · · - · D S · 
T UESDAY EVENIN . . . . rt Education ------------------------ -- r. quen 
Art 505x Semmar Ill _A T hniques in the Elementary 
El. Ed. 505x Evaluation ec ___________________ Dr. Sherrie 
School ---- ----- . . El---~~~Y Scho~l Problems 
El. Ed. 5 lOx Semmar Ill em _______ Miss Cancannon 
(lTTP students only) ----- ---- · - ---- Mrs. Sterrett 
546x Teaching of Reading ________________ -:----· 
El. Ed. . f Continental Europe. The 
Eng. 512Cx Literature O ___________________ _ _ .Dr. Messner 
_____ Dr. Lange 
19th Century ------------ ----- _______ Mrs. Ganey 
Eng. 51 4x Children's ~iteratu:c~-; ·:::==:::=::::::: _ Dr. Montgomery 
Math. 503x !he F~mcth10nET:en~ary Curriculum - - Dr. Lampkin 
· 500 Science m t e e · Dr. Roesser Sc1. x . . ican Colonial History __ - -
S.S. 515x Studies '.n hACme\ury European History: The 
S.S. 501Ax Twcnt1et en _ ___ _ _ .... Dr. Mason 
Soviet Union -···- ·--
6.00 p M. (2 hours credit) 
WFDNE DAY AFTERNOON: 4:20 _P .M. - . Rela~ions --- ·-- . Dr. Burrell 
S S 514x Workshop Ill Human 
· · Second Semester 
. - 11 : 30 A.M. (3 hours _cr~dit ) . 
SATURDAY MORNING: 9.00 A.M. d" . Drawinrr and Pamtmg ____ - Miss Case 
Art 507x Graduate Stu i_o .1~ Photog:aphy _______ --------- ____ Mr. Bailey 
Art 5 l0x Graduate Studio Ill C . !um _ ____ Mr. McCracken 
Art in the Elementary umcu .-
Art 51 l x . . Elementary Educat10n 
l Ed 501x Semmar m (W"ll 
E · · s hool Curriculum 1 
El. Ed. 52 lx Elementary c Certification in 
apply toward Permane~~ Form ---·---------------·· __ Dr. Milanovich 
Principalship or Superviswn) -------: ____ _ _ ___ Dr. Hedden 
El Ed 53 lx Supervision of Teach1En~ -----~-:-~-~ ___ Dr. Carroll 
. . 1 Secondary School uca I -- - -· ---· 
Ed. 532x Ear Yh_ of Science in the Secondary 
Sci. 510x Teac mg ___ _____ Mr. Scheffler 
Schools -----
A M (2 hours credit) • 9·00 A.M. - l0: 40 · · • · rr Miss Case SATURDAY MORNING. . d. . Drawing and Pamtm,,. ···--· -
Art 507x Graduate Stu {:; :~ ds and Techniques - - --·- ___ Dr. Penn 
El. Ed. 575x Research e o 
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Eng. 511 Ax Studies in the Poetry of the Victorian 
Period 
Eng. 518x 
I.A. 502x 
I.A. 519x 
--· --- ----- -· -·--· Dr. Gragg 
Major American Poets Dr. Klomp 
Field Studies Related to Industrial Arts Education 
New Methods and Tech niques in Wood-
working 
I.A. 528x 
---- - -- --- ----- --
Industria l Arts Curriculum 
Geo. 503x Studies in Resource Conservation 
Sci. 518x Human Biology 
Sci. 53 Ix Historic Geology of New York State 
S.S. 501x Studies in Twentieth Century European 
History 
SATURDAY MORNING: 10 :50 A.M. - 12 :30 P.M. (2 hours credit) 
El. Ed. 517x Teaching of Language Arts in the Ele-
mentary School _________________ _ 
El. Ed. 575x Research Methods and Techniques 
Eng. 527x Early Secondary Literature 
H.Ec. 500x Seminar in Home Economics Education 
H.Ec. 5 I 2x Workshop in Household Equipment 
I.A. 507x School Shop Planning _______________ _ 
Dr. Callan 
_ .Dr. Eckert 
Miss Dupre 
Dr. Tesmer 
Dr. Rogers 
Dr. Eddins 
Dr. Barnett 
Dr. Sherwin 
Dr. Ball 
I.A. 52!x New Methods and Techniques in Metal 
Working _____ -·-·------------- __________ --· Dr. Fontanna 
I.A. 530x New Techniques in Graphic Arts __ Mr. Bowers 
S.S. 505x Studies in Contemporary Economic Problems Mr. Falk 
S.S. 506x Minority Groups in American Culture __ .Dr. Hollister 
TuESDAY AFTERNOON: 4:20 P.M. - 6:00 P.M. (2 hours credit) 
Ex. Ed. 539x The Gifted Child 
Ex. Ed. 591x Nature and Needs of Children who Present 
Exceptional Problems of Learning 
TuESEAY EVENING: 6:30 P.M.-8:10 P.M. (2 hours credit) 
El. Ed. 575x Research Methods and Techniques 
Ex. Ed. 561x Occupational Education 
TUESDAY EVENING: 6:30 P.M.-9:00 P.M. (3 hours credit) 
Art 506x Seminar in Contemporary Art 
Ed. 506x Philosophy of Education ... 
El. Ed . 511 x Music and Art in the Elementary School 
(ITTP students only) 
Dr. Quaal 
i\Ir. Green 
Dr. Wells 
El. Ed. 527x Problems in Educational Services for Young 
Children __________________________ .. ____ ______ .Miss Jamison 
Eng. 502x Studies in American Literature Dr. Gronewold 
Eng. 506x Studies in the Modern Drama Dr. Greenwood 
S.S. 509x Local History: Research Methods and 
Techniques -·---------------------·-------- ·-· . 
S.S. 516x International Relations and the World 
_ Dr. Brunger 
Today ------------------------------------------ _ Dr. E. Brown 
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON: 4:20 P.M. - 6:00 P.M. (2 hours credit) 
S.S. 514Ax Workshop in Human Relations _. ___ Dr. Burrell 
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PROPOSED GRADUATE DIVISION CLASSES 
1961-1962 
First Semester 
SATURDAY MORNING: 9:00 A.M.-11:30 A.M. (3 hours credit) 
Art 507x Graduate Studio in Drawing and Painting ... Mr. Davidson 
Art 508x Graduate Studio in Design and Spatial 
Organization ....... ........... . . - •--·· - --·----···--·-- •-··-····----.. Mr. Brett 
ArL 512x Graduate Studio in Sculpture ............ -· ..... . Mr. Stark 
El. Ed. ~0lx Seminar in Elementary Education __ Dr. Crayton 
El. Ed. 504x Administration in the_ ~lementary School _ Dr. Kopp 
El. Ed. 507x General School Admm1strat1on .... _ Dr. Milanovich 
Ed. 536x Early Secondary School Problems 
SATURDAY MORNING: 9:00 A.M. - 10:40 A.M. (2 hours credit) 
Art 508x Graduate Studio in Design and Spatial 
Organization ... Mr. Brett 
El. Ed. 5 I 6x Methods and Materials .in the Elementary School 
El. Ed. 57 5x Research Methods and Techniques --·. Dr. Penn 
Eng. 526x The English Language -· - .. . ... Dr. Klomp 
Ex. Ed. 535x Mental Measurement 
I.A. 50 Ix Seminar in Industrial Arts ....... - __ Dr. Neuhardt 
I.A. 5 l 3x Workshop in Ceramics -·-·-··· - - ... Mr. Steinzor 
I.A. 523x Industrial Arts in the Elementary School .. Dr. Russell 
Sci. 500x Science in the Elementary Curriculum 
Sci. 527x Current Research in Science 
S.S. 515x Studies in American Colonial History _ ..... Dr. Roesser 
S.S. 518x Contemporary European Political Move-
ments ... . . ... -• .... . ..... ... .. .......... .... .. .. . . ...... Dr. E. Brown 
SATURDAY MORNING: 10:50 A.M. - 12:30 P.M. (2 hours credit) 
El. Ed. 57 5x Research Methods and Techniques Dr. Barnett 
Eng. 523x Shakespearean Comedy Dr. Fried 
Ex. Ed. 57 lx Occupational Skills 
H .Ec. 503x Family Relationships . 
H.Ec. 516x Family Clothing .. 
I.A. 524x Evaluation in Industrial Arts .... 
I.A. 526x Advanced Drafting ····················· 
I.A . 528x Industrial Arts Curriculum 
_ Dr. Stewart 
Dr. Roudebush 
Dr. Peters 
......... . Mr. Cappiello 
Sci. 50 l x Field Studies in Science I 
S.S. 50\Ax Studies in Twentieth Century European History 
(The German Problem) ......... _. .. . - . Dr. Mason 
S.S. 520x Workshop in Methods and Materials in the 
Social Studies ........... ············-······· ........... - ......... Dr . Sexton 
TUESDAY AFTERNOON: 4 :20 P.M. - 6:00 P.M. (2 hours credit) 
Ex. Ed. 538x Understanding the Problem Child .. Mr. Hallowitz 
TUESDAY EVENING: 6:30 P.M. - 8: JO P.M. (2 hours credit) 
El. Ed. 575x Research Methods and Techniques .... Dr. Martorana 
Ex. Ed. 558x Neuropathologies of Speech 
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TUESDAY EVENING: 6:30 P.M.- 9 ·Q Art511x Artinth El .OP.M.(3hourscredit) 
El Ed 5 !Ox S . e emcntary Curriculum Mr. Glover 
.(ITTP student::~~~; in . Elementary School p;~bj~~~ 
·············· ······-·Miss Concannon 
El. Ed. 523x Principles and Pracr f . Mrs. Sterrett 
Eng. 503x A · ices o Gmdance 
me_ncan Regional Literature 
Eng. 521 x Studies .in Modern Br t· h p ······ ······· ·· Dr. Sherwin 
S S 505 S . . · 1s oetry .. _ .... D · · x tud1es m Contempora E . · ····· r. Drew 
S.S. 521x Contemporary Social ;~obl~:som1c Problems .... Mr. Boyd 
· · ·····Mr. Foladare 
Second Semester 
SATURDAY MORNING: 9:00 AM · . - 11:30 AM (3 h . 
Art 509x Graduate St ct· . · ours credit) 
A t 5 u io m Crafts 
r 16x Graduate St ct· · El. Ed. 50lx S . u_ IO m Advertising and Des· em1oar m Education ign ....... Mr. Wise 
El. Ed. 530x Principles of Supervision :~ 55 Ix Problems in Supervision -······-······-···-·······Dr. Kopp 
· x Adolescent Psycholo ·······-- ········· Dr. Hedden 
Ed. 536x Early Secondary Sch~ 1 p · ··-····················· Dr. Carroll 
SATURDAY MORNING· 9 .00 AM 
O roblems and Methods 
Art 509x · Gr~duate. St. -d. 1?: 40 A .M. (2 hours credit) 
u 10 m Crafts 
Art 516x Graduate St ct· . . . El Ed u w m Advert1smg a d D . · · 517x Teaching the L n esign .. ··· Mr. Wise 
El. Ed. 533x Workshop in Aand~uavg~ Arts .................. ....... Dr. Ware 
El Ed 57 u io- isual Educar D · · 5x Research Meth d d . wn_····- r. Steffen 
Eng 509 s O s an Techmques · x tudies in Prose a d p ··········-•·-Dr. Penn 
Eng. 524x Realism in A . n o~try of Milton .... Dr. Gronewold 
I.A. 517Bx Electronics mencan L1terature ... - ................. Dr. Fr.ied 
I.A. 519x New Method;- ~~d· T h . ·-···· . ······· ... Dr. Cook 
working . ····-···· ec mques m Wood-
I.A. 530x New Techniques in Graphic Arts. . . . ........... - Dr. Callan 
Math. 500x Mathematics in th El ········-·········Mr. Bowers 
Sci. 518x Human Biolo e ementary School 
S . 531 gy ....... ... M. c1. x Historical Geology f ;;············--············-··· 1ss Dupre 
S.S. 511 x Problems of Cont o ew York State.·--·······Dr. Tesmer 
S S 513 . emporary England D . · · x Social and Intel! t I H" ·- ············· r. Robison States ec ua IStory of the United 
SmJRDAY MORNING: I0: 50 A.M _ 1 . ····· ···················· ······Dr. Weaver 
El. Ed. 575x Research .M h2.JO P.M. (2 hours credit) 
Eng. 5 l 4x Children's Lite;:t~r: and Tecbniques ............ Dr. Barnett 
~-!c. 5504x Problems in Food a~d N~~~i~i~;·······M:·····B-Mdrsd. Ganey 
. c. l 5x Homemaking Ed . ........ iss u enhagen 
I A 507 S h ucat1on for Adults 
· · x c ool Shop Planning -····· ······ I.A. 520x Design in Ind t · l A ·-·····-····- ··· · .... Dr. Ball 
I A 521 us na rts 
· · x New M th d Working e o s and Techniques in Metal 
···················· ...Dr. Fontanna 
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. . the Elementary Curriculum 
Math. 500x Mathematics ID __________________ J)r. Urban 
Sci. 503x Ecology ----------:---A-i~-~rican --C~lture _ _ Dr. Hollister 
S.S. 506x Minority Groups m . 
M 6 .00 P.M. (2 hours credit) · 4·20 P. -- · 
TUESDAY AFTERNOON. . Problems of Children 
Ex. Ed. 520x Speech d N ds of Children who Present 
EJ Ed 591x Nature an ee . 
x. · t· 1 Problems of Learrung Excep 10na 
. _ 8:l0 P.M. (2 hours credit) 
TUESDAY EVENlNG: 6.30 P.M. h Methods and Techniques _____ Dr. Quaal 
El Ed. 57 5x Researc . 
· G'ft d Child 
Ex. Ed. 539x The I c S . r in Voice and Articulation 
Ex. Ed. 556x Advanced emma 
Problems . Ed t' on 
E d. 561x Occupat10nal uca I 
Ex. d') 
9 _00 p M. (3 hours ere 1t 
ING" 6:30 P.M. - · · . _______ Mr. Lofgren 
TuESDAY EVEN . Art Education Today -----------: ------d- H 
Art 502x . . Commumty an ome 
Art 515x Graduate Studio ID _ Dr. Lindemann 
Planning ---------:--------------~fid~~-;-tion ___ :: _=::: __ ::= _______ J)r. Wells 
El. Ed. 506x Ph1l~soph~ Art in the Elementary School 
El. Ed. 5 llx Music an . h Educational Services for 
El. Ed. 527x Problems ID t e ________________ Miss Jamison 
Young Children ----------:-----------Re-~ -ing _______________ Mr. Edwards 
El. Ed. 546x The Teachmg of __ ::::::: ___________ Dr. Greenwood 
En . 507x The Modern Novel____________ _ _______________ _Dr. Gragg 
g k earean Tragedy ---------
Eng. 520x Sha. esp t. th Century American 
S.S. 500x Studies in Twen ie _____________ Dr. R. Brown 
History ------------. --:--L;-0;;;~ment and Politics 
S.S. 519x Case Studies ID oc 
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UNDERGRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS 
1960-1961 
(Additional classes will be organized if need arises) 
First Semester 
SATURDAY MORNING: 9 :00 A.M.-10:40 A.M. (2 hours credit) 
Eng. 348x Creative Dramatics _____ _ __ _________ _ _Miss Piquette 
G .S. 104x Ways of Knowing _________ ______ __ __ _ __ Dr. La Morte 
Mus. 305x Music for Children II 
S.S. 306x American History 1865-1960_____ __ Dr. Brunger 
SATURDAY MORNING: 10:50 A .M. - 12:30 P .M. (2 hours credit) 
A.rt 400x Workshop in Crafts __________________ _ 
Ed. 3 lOx Evaluation ________ _ _________________ . 
.\fr. Jiskra 
Mr. Dodd 
Eng. 304x American Literature ____________ _ 
Sci. 410x Field Studies in Science _________ _ 
Miss Norenberg 
Dr. Laug 
TUESDAY EVENING: 6:30 P.M.-9:00 P.M. (3 hours credit) 
Eng. 402x Contemporary Literature ________ _ _Dr. Drew 
Second Semester 
SATURDAY MORNING: 9:00 A.M. - 10:40 A.M. (2 hours credit) 
I.A. 303x Industrial Arts for the Elementary 
School ______ ____________ ___ ___________ __ _ __ Mr. Romaniuk 
Math. 303x Mathematics in the Elementary Grades ______ Dr. Rodney 
Sci. 306x Botany 
S.S. 402x Sociology ---------·---------------- ___ Mr. Foladare 
SATURDAY MORNING: 10:50 A.M. -12:30 P.M. (2 hours credit) 
Ed. 402x Seminar in Elementary Education _________ Mr. McComb 
Eng. 210x Children's Literature __________ _ ____ Miss Piquette 
H.Ed. 402x Health Protection ____ _ ___ Mr. Katzman 
S.S. 202x Contemporary Civilization ________________ Mr. Robison 
TUESDAY EVENING: 6:30 P.M.-9:00 P.M. (3 hours credit) 
S.S. 30Ix American Civilization and Government __________ Dr. Roesser 
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
f ll · · a complete list of graduate courses offered at The o owmg 1s . . . 
. 11 C d"t hours for courses listed will be md1cated only for this Co ege. re 1 ct· ill . k h d Seminars. In all other cases ere 1t w be 
special War s ops an h 
h · Summer Session and two or t ree semester three semester ours m . ct· . d off-campus extension . For exact ere 1t to be 
hours m on-campus an f h . · on and extension schedules or t e term m 
earned see summer sess1 , 
question. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN ART EDUCATION 
WORKSHOP JN ART EDUCATIC?N MA~ERIALS_, PRO-
CES:~T 1~t PROCEDURES-Analysis and expenmen~ w_,th materials and 
' ·t school and group act1v1t1es. 
· nificant to commum Y, ' processes s1g UCATION TODAY-Study of contemporary pro-
ART 502. AR!' ED bl . art education and their relationship to 
grams, beliefs, practices,_ pro ems m 
trends in general educat10n. 
KSHOP IN USING THE VISUAL LANGUAGE-
ART 503. WOR . . "th tl1e visual elements: Imes, forms, • 1 b · f compos1t10n w, · Psycholog1ca asis O . • . 1 composition in any material for any t lights and motions ; v1sua 
colors , tex ures , . t ra h . the deigning of projects for class, shop or 
given purpose ~uch as._ pho o~ ·pl Y, ut of school publications; arrangement of 
home; product10n of visual a.ids, ayo 
displays. 
ART IN HUMAN AFFAIRS-Art activity as 
ART 504. SEMINAR IN . d . . d · 1 and society· psychology of creative 
: • h rf of an m 1v1 ua , 
a dynamic force m t e 1 e f 1 •fyi·ng thought attaining control of . ti ·t as a way o c an ' 
activities; creative ac v_i Y. . d . attitudes, beliefs, ceremonials, and 
emotions, propagating md1v1dual an g1 oup 
practices. 
R IN ART EDUCATION-Problems and projects 
AR! 505. SEMI~~ . . various types of communities and schools; 
in teachmg and superv1smg art m .· . !es and practices in art and gen-
h"l sophy psychology, prmcip , 
contemporary P I o , . "fl thods in determining programs, 
. . rch and scientl c me . f 11 eral education, resea h . nd supervisor. Required o a 
d d res for the art teac e1 a 
policies, an proce u .. t or more years of teaching. 
Art Education majors. Prerequ1s1 e one 
N HISTORY OF ART-CONTEMPORARY 
ART 506. SEMINAR I . ti arts of painting sculpture, graphic 
MOVEMENTS IN ART-Trends m 1e_ l art and crafts' related to develop· 
. · dustrial art commercia , ' d arts. architecture, m ' .· . 1 t re · readings experiments an 
t ·n mus1·c drama and literature, ec u s, ~ , mens 1 , ' · d l 
demonstrations ; visits to galleries, studios, an p ays. 
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ART 507. GRADUATE STUDIO IN DRAWING , PAINTING- Indi-
vidua l activities with a variety of drawing and painting media determined for 
each individual according to his background and needs; studio and outdoor 
problems, field and gallery trips. 
ART 508 . GRADUATE STUDJO IN DESIGN AND SPATIAL OR-
GANIZATION- Individualized designing with paint and materials; specializa-
tion may be in home planning and furnishing, costume, textile, stage, com-
mercial or industrial design. 
ART 509. GRADUATE STUDIO IN CRAFTS-Individualized work 
in textiles, jewelry, leather, woodcarving, sculpture, plastics, pottery, and metal. 
ART 510. GRADUATE STUDIO IN PHOTOGRAPHY-Photographic 
processes; bl ack-a nd-white and color photography as a form of expression, as 
commercial art, as a form of recording, and as used in the making of teaching 
aids and publications. 
ART 511. ART IN THE ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM-The use 
of art materials, processes, and procedures in the elementary school ; develop-
ing creative and expressive activities of children. 
ART 512. GRADUATE STUDIO IN SCULPTURE-Sculpture as a 
means of individual and group expression; theory and processes using media 
such as wood, stone, plaster, cement block, and metal. 
ART 513. GRADUATE STUDIO IN GRAPHIC ARTS-Individualized 
work in lithography, wood engraving etching, serigraphy, dry point, engraving . 
ART 514. WORKSHOP IN THE FOLK ARTS-Fold arts of music, 
dance, drama, arts and crafts, and folk lore of other countries; their relation-
ship to history and geography of the countries, and their relationship to the 
American culture. Resource materials and organization of folk art studies in 
elementary and secondary schools, and in community activities. 
ART 515. GRADUATE STUDIO IN COMMUNITY AND HOME 
PLANNING-Functional, aesthetic, geographic, economic, social and political 
factors affecting design of home, school and community; designing and rede-
signing homes, special facilities, communities. 
ART 516. GRADUATE STUDIO IN ADVERTISING AND ILLUS-
TRATION-Development of explicit communications in .illustration and design 
using realistic, experimental , and expressive approaches; preparation of art 
work for illustration, reproduction, and publication in magazines, newspapers 
or books; investigation of materials and techniques in black and white, color, 
li ne and tone, particularly suited to reproduction standards. 
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ART 517. HISTORIC AND CONTEMPORAR: ~RT IN EUROPE--
Architecture, painting, sculpture, crafts, an? city ~lann'.ng m ?er~any, ~ranee. 
A • It I the Netherlands and Belgmm; given m conJunctton with the ustna, a Y, k · ·d 
Experiment in International Living; to _incl~de three wee s 1~ res1 ence with 
f ·1 Ei'g/1t weeks Credit: eight semester hows. a European am1 y. · 
ART 520. ART CAMP-A two-week post-summer session c~mp; crea-
. t· ·ty in casein oil and watercolor painting; photography; mobile, plaster, 
tlve ac LVI ' · f t d ts f II o· · · · d d sculpture· sketching. Elective or s u en o a 1v1s1ons. stone, w1re an woo , 
Twenty-five hours a week for two weeks. 
ART 525. THESIS-An individual investigation o~ an_ origi~al problem 
to be submitted in typewritten form according to the d1rect1ons given by the 
Graduate Division. 
ART 526. SPECIAL PROJECT-Research along a particular line of 
one's specialization. 
0 PROJECT-A study undertaken by one or more individuals 
ART 55 · · · t bl f d 
f · I · terest· must be submitted m accep a e orm accor • on a problem o spec1a m , ... 
ing to directions given by the graduate D1v1s10n. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN EDUCATION 
00 WORKSHOP IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION-Prob-
EL.ED. 5 · d b b f k h 
d · th lementary schools selecte y mem ers o wor s op !ems encountere m e e ' · s h I 
· h · b ervation in the Summer Demonstrat10n c oo . general semmar tee mque, o s . II 
• 1 t Education students for Master of Sc.1ence. Enro ment Requtred of E emen ary 
limited. 
WORKSHOP IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION-Child EL.ED. 500A. . · f · d' 
h I methods and materials; preparat10n o an m 1-development· elementary sc oo - d f 
' · ·th children in the Campus School. Require o vidual report; expenence w1 . . 
students in the Intensive Teacher Trammg Program. 
SEMINAR IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION-Research 
EL.ED. 501. . t d of specific problems by individual students IO 
in elementary eduhc_at10nR; s u_ yd of Elementary Education candidates, for the 
their field of teac mg. eqmre 
Master of Science. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-
EL.ED. 503. Elementary Education; administration of the el~mentary 
Major concepts in . f ·1 . th chool plant· trends m school 
school; the curriculum; grouping_ ~. pupi s,_ e s easures' May precede or 
building des ign; co-curricular act1v1~1es; pupil safety m_ . . nd su ervisors. 
follow El.Ed. 504. Open to expenenced teachers, prmc1pals, a P 
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EL.ED. 504-ADMINISTRATION OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
-New York State educational system; legal aspects; school board; educational 
finance; responsibilities of the principal: business management, school plant 
management; plant maintenance; pupil transportation; pupil accounting; pupil 
counseling; teacher recruitment, selection, employment, assignment, orientation, 
evaluation, tenure and dismissal. May precede or follow El.Ed. 503. Open to 
experienced teachers, principals, and supervisors. 
EL.ED. 505. EVALUATION TECHNIQUES IN THE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL-Evaluating educational growth of pupils; evaluation related to 
teaching objectives; informal, objective, and essay type tests; selection, adminis-
tration, and scoring of measuring instruments (for evaluating and diagnosing 
mental abilities, educational achievements and personality characteristics of 
pupils); statistical methods in handling and interpreting data; organization of 
remedial programs. 
ED. 506. PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION-Principles underlying edu-
cational practices ; changing concepts of education; education in a democratic 
society; teach ing procedures as determined by a democratic concept of educa-
tion. 
ED. 507. GENERAL SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION-Principles of 
school administration; historical beginnings; national, state, and local responsi-
bilities for education; district, township, and county administrative units; 
boards of education; school services: health, supervision, research, library, and 
attendance; teacher selection, salary, tenure, in-service education; school build-
ing programs. 
ED. 508. SUPERVISION OF STUDENT TEACHING-Responsibili-
ties of elementary school sponsor teachers; lesson and unit planning; super-
vision, observation, participation, conferences; teacher-pupil relationships; 
1eacher evaluation. Elective for sponsor teachers. Credit: two semester hours. 
ED. 509. PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT IN THE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL-Dynamics of human behavior; prevention of maladjustment; cor-
rective programs; formation of habits and attitudes; recent clinical research. 
Open to graduate students and undergraduate experienced teachers. 
EL.ED. 510. SEMINAR IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PROBLEMS-
Methods and materials in language arts, science and mathematics for Ele-
mentary School teachers . Open only to liberal arts graduates in the Intensive 
Teacher Training Program. 
EL.ED. 511. MUSIC AND ART IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
-Activities and experiments in various art materials suitable for elementary 
grades with emphasis on new processes and procedures; meets the classroom 
teacher's need in the field of music. Open only to liberal arts graduates in the 
Intensive Teacher Training Program. 
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EL.ED. 512. SEMINAR IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT-Growth and 
development of elementary school children; guiding child growth in the mental 
social, physical and emotional areas; individual and group work on specialized 
problems; field trips; observations in classrooms . Required of all students in the 
Intensive Teacher Training Program. Prerequisi te : El.Ed. 500A. 
ED. 513. ELEMENTARY STATISTICAL METHODS- Discussion of 
measurement, continuous series, frequency distribution and graphic description 
presenta tion of data in tables, measures of relative position , symbolism aver'. 
ages, measures of variability, and normal distribution. 
ED. 514. DIAGNOSTIC AND REMEDIAL TECHNIQUES IN ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL SUBJECTS--Studies of current practices, concepts and 
principles governing individual problems of learning in elementary school sub-
jects ; tests, research techniques of di agnosing children 's abilities, procedures to 
remedy learning problems. 
EL.ED. 515. SEMINAR IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION-
Curriculum development for children from three to eight; current problems 
and research; instructional materials and procedures ; equipment; school , home, 
and community relationships; evaluating children's progress: "action research" 
on individual school problems. Open to graduate student and undergraduate 
experienced teachers . 
EL.ED. 516. METHODS AND MATERIALS IN THE ELEMEN-
TARY SCHOOL--School curriculum in language arts, social studies, numbers, 
science; evaluation procedures. Open to graduate students and undergraduate 
experienced teachers . 
EL.ED. 517 . TEACHING THE LANGUAGE ARTS IN THE ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL-Recent research in spelling, written communication, 
oral communication, reading, creative writing, listening skills; implications for 
creating learning experiences for children; develop.ing a language arts pro-
gram. Open to graduate students and undergraduate experienced teachers. 
ED. 518. STUDIES IN HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPME T 
-Research in child and adolescent growth; changing concepts in mental, 
emotional, social and personality growth; planning, executing and evaluating 
"action research." Open to graduate students and undergraduate experienced 
teachers. 
ED. 519. APPLIED MENTAL HYGIENE-Principles of mental hy-
giene and their application to personality development, emotional and social 
adjustment, and human relationships; application of mental hygiene principles 
to the processes of teaching, pupil learning, cl assroom management, and con-
duct of the teacher .in lay and professional relationships. 
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EL.ED. 520. WORKSHOP IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADMINIS-
TRATI~N AND SUPERVISION-Selection, induction and guidance of new 
teachers, development of school-comm unity relations· cu · I · 
.. d ' . . . . , rncu um unprove-
ment , d Justment of school fac1ht1es to mcreasing enrollm t . · · 
· f If en s, rn-serv1ce edu-
cauon o st_a . personnel; elementary school problems suggested by the group. 
Open to prmc1pals, supervisors and experienced teachers preparing for certifi-
cation. 
_EL.ED. 521. THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM-
Rev1ew_ of ch1!d natu:e, learning processes, purposes of the elementary school· 
confl1ct1ng phllosoph1es and principles of curriculum devel t· f' 
· l · • . . · · opmen , types o 
curncu um orgarnzat1on; trans1t1onal steps· methods and t · l · . . . , ma ena s, creative 
actJVJ lles; mental health; community resources· 1·nd· ·d I d'ff · , 1v1 ua I erences. Will 
apply toward permanent form of certification in Principalship or Supervision. 
EL.ED. _5 22. PS_YCHOLOGY OF THE PRE-SCHOOL CHILD-Motor, 
language, social, e~o_tional and intellec~ual development from infancy through 
early school years, mfluence of physical social and c It I · . . , u ura environment· 
observa tion of children . Open to graduate students and d d ' 
un ergra uate ex-perienced teachers. 
EL.ED. 523. PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF GUIDANCE-A 
basic course designed for teachers g ·d d' 
, u1 ance irectors and cou nselors; basic 
guida nce services and techniques. 
ED .. 524- TECHNIQUES OF COUNSELING-Factors in the counsel-
mg s1tuat1on, tools. and techniques of counseling, types of interviews and related 
aspects of cou nseling programs. 
EL.ED. 525 TI:IESIS-~n individual investigation of an original prob-
lem to be submitted 10 type tt f wn en orm according to directions given by the 
Graduate Division. 
ED. 526. SPECIAL PROJECT-Work planned and carried out by stu-
dent with guidance of instructor. 
ED. 527 . PROBLEMS IN EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR YOUNG 
CHILD~EN-:--Current socrnl and economic trends affecting the Jives of young 
childre_n, curncu lum contnbut1?ns for developing individual and group living; 
educational probl~ms confrontmg teachers in this specialized field . Open to 
undergraduates with consent of instructor. 
_ED. 528. HU_MAN RELATIONS WORKSHOP-Inter-group problems 
relatmg _to race, religion, or national origin ; slow and rapid ]earners; old and 
new _res!dcnts;_ "fringers" and participants; competitive practices in school; 
dividing and 1ntegrat rng factors affecting learn ing. Open to graduate and 
dvanc~d undergraduate students. E nrollm ent limited. 
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ED. 529. ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY-Social, emotional, mental 
physical, and personality development of adolescents; relationship of adolescen; 
behavior to pre-adolescent and post-adolescent development; educational ad-
justments and vocational interests; guidance program in early secondary school. 
For students preparing for early secondary school teaching. Prerequisite: 
six semester hours in Child Development or its equivalent and the baccalaureate 
degree. 
EL.ED. 530. PRINCIPLES OF SUPERVISION-Historical develop-
ments and changing concepts of supervision; principles of effective supervisory 
programs; types of administrative organization; maintaining staff morale. Open 
to experienced teachers, principals and supervisors . 
EL.ED. 531. SUPERVISION OF TEACHING-Principles of supervi-
sion; classroom observation; evaluating teaching; effect of teacher's purposes 
and research on choice of subject matter and teaching procedures; teacher-
pupil relationships; group and individual conferences; induction of new teach-
ers; inter-visitation; demonstration teaching; teachers' meetings; bulletins; 
workshops; evaluation of program. Open to experienced teachers, principals 
and supervisors. 
ED. 532. EARLY SECONDARY SCHOOL EDUCATION-Origin and 
functions of early secondary education curriculum patterns; guidance and ex-
ploratory programs; articulation between elementary school and senior high 
school; extra-curricular activities; evaluation in the early secondary school; 
research methods in solving problems listed above and others suggested by 
students. Required of all students preparing for early secondary school teach-
ing. Prerequisite: baccalaureate degree. 
ED. 533. WORKSHOP IN AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION-Basic 
audio-visual teaching methods; knowledges and skills in use of equipment; 
films, filmstrips, slides, and other materials; sources of mate~ials and eq~ip-
ment; audio-visual programs in the school; film libraries; order.mg of materials; 
budgets and administration; evaluation of the program. 
ED. 536. EARLY SECONDARY SCHOOL PROBLEMS AND METH-
ODS-Objectives of early secondary school educat~on; basi~ princip~es of 
learning and motivation; curriculum concepts; orga~izmg le~rnmg exp~nences: 
providing for individual differences; teacher-pupil pla~mng; ?l~ctmg and 
organizing learning materials; audio-visual aids to learnmg; ul!hzmg _school, 
civic and community resources; status and practice of the core curriculum; 
nature and purposes of resource units ; evaluating pupil gr?:'th. For students 
preparing for early secondary school teaching. Prereqms1te: baccalaureate 
degree. 
ED. 537. EVALUATION IN THE EARLY SECONDARY SCHOOL 
-Relationship of evaluation to inst ructional objectives; selecting, admi~ister· 
· · recording and interpreting standardized and teacher-made mstru· 
mg, sconng, 
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ments for evaluating mental abilities, educational achievements, personality 
charact~nst'.cs, mt~re~ts and. ~ptitudes; diagnosis, guidance, counseling, and 
unprovmg mStructwn, organmng programs to provide for individual differ-
ences; modern pra_ctices in reporting pupil progress; statistical concepts and 
methods of collectmg, tabulating and interpreting data. 
ED. 5_38. COM~ARATIVE EDUCATION-Educational problems in a 
global settmg; education as an institution in world affairs; variations in cul-
tural her~ta~e and consequent educational differences; study of education in 
Great Bntam, ~ranee,_ Germany, Mexico, Canada and other major nations in 
Europe and Asia; services of UNESCO in the field of education. 
EL.ED. 539. WORKSHOP IN TEACHING SPANISH IN THE ELE-
)IENTA~: ~RAJ?ES---Spanish conversation; Spanish civilization; observation 
and p~t1c1pat10n m a ~panish demonstration class in the Campus School; 
evaluation of text materials and other teaching aids. Oepn to qualified gradu-
ates and undergraduates. 
EJ?- 540. SEM_INAR IN INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION---Sched-
uled tnps to lnter~at10nal ~d_ucational organizations, Swiss schools and camps; 
week ~d excursion~; mdlV!dual research projects; participation at annual 
loternat10nal Educat10n Conference at the Palace Wilson and International 
School at Geneva. Open to graduate and advanced undergraduate students. 
ED. 541. ~OCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION-Relationships 
of school to. so~1et~; contemporary social problems affecting education, social 
groups and mst1tut1ons; school and community relations; national , state and 
commumty organizations affecting educational programs and the development 
of social understandings in pupils. 
ED. 542. SEMINAR IN THE EARLY SECONDARY SCHOOL CUR-
RICULUM-Curricular and extra-curricular programs related to social eco-
nom_ic, and community changes; relationship of principles and procedu;es of 
cumculum ~e::lopment to educational objectives; relationship of extra-
mmcular a~t1v1ttes to _c~1rriculum areas; adaptation of the curriculum develop-
ment; financmg, orgamzmg, scheduling, and supervising extra-curricular activi-
ties; bases for determining extent and type of student participation in school 
management. 
ED. 546. THE TEACHING OF READING-Importance of reading in 
iresent day society,. research in_ child development and learning and its impli-
cat1on for the teachmg of readmg; trends in the teaching of reading; develop-
mental _levels of r:ading; reading in the content areas; methods and materials; 
evaluation and gmdance of pupil growth in reading. 
ED. 547. CORE PROGRAMS IN THE EARLY SECONDARY 
SCHOOL-Nature of block-of-time and core programs, teacher-pupil planning, 
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preparation of resource UDltS. gu1 · ·dance and evaluation proced ures. Open to ex-
. ed teachers and graduate students. penenc 
RKSHOP IN FRENCH IN THE . ELEMENTA_RY 
ED. 548. WO . French civilization, observa tion and part1c1pa-RADES French conversation, h 
G - • lass in the Summer Campus Sc ool. Open to . . F nch demonstration c . 
t1on m a re . d r radu ates with consent of the director. graduates and qua lified un e g 
WORKSHOP IN COMMUNITY RESOURCES-:-S~udy of 
ED. 5
49
. . 1 t ching resources of the commuD1ty, educa--1- t· of the potent-ta ea . . h 
the ut1 1za ton . d ·nmental institutions and what t ese may . I It I economic an gove1 . 
uona , cu ura , . .' . fi Id t . s and lectures by community leaders. offer to a teaching s1tuat1on, e np 
T-A study undertaken by one or more individuals 
ED. 550. PROJEC . t be submitted in acceptable form accord-on a problem of special mterest , mus ... 
ing to d1rect1ons given . . . by the Graduate D1v1s10n. 
MS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SUPER-
EL.ED. 55 I. PROBLE d t specializing in supervision gain depth in ON D · ed to help the stu en . . . h 
VISI - eSign . 1 d . supervision and to gam greater 1ns1g t d . the problems mvo ve m . I 
understan mg k'II d knowledo-e in solvmg them, as we! d the use of related s ·1 s an "' fi Id f 
in regar to l r ture and research in the e o super-
as to broaden his knowledge of t 1e ite~a m of certification in Supervision. 
vision. Will apply toward permanent or 
CA TI ON-Kinds and frequency of accidents; 
ED. 566. SAFETY EDU_ . fety in home school , shop, playground I · accident prevent10n , sa · ' • d 
psycho ogy m d fi safety· recreation safety; poisons an ' t . water traffic an re ' . h I 
and comm um Y, , . . t aching safety in the publtc sc oo s. treatment· effect of narcotics , e emergency ,
UCA TION- Behind-the-wheel .instruction of a 
ED. 567. DRIVER ED . f ty· psycho-physical testing; traffic law; . d . t affic and pedestrian sa e , . . . . 
trainee nver; r . . . t ffic enoineering; ltab1l1ty; insurance . • ccident prevention, ra O • 
accident stat1st1cs ; a . of an automobile; cooperating . ff t f alcohol· mamtenance . 
interpretation; e ec s O . ' R ired for certification to teach Dnver agencies; special research proJect. equ 
Education in New York. 
TECHNIQUES-Various research techniques; 
ED. 575. RESEARCH . R . d of all candidates for Master . .f . luatmg data. equ1re 
collectmg, class1 ymg, eva. ti . or completing a project. 
of Science degree not wntmg a 1es1s, 
R EADING CLINIC-Effective teaching procedures_ to 
EL. ED . 585. . f ·i·ty word recognition and spelling; 
·n comprehension, ac1 t ' . d' b·1·1 . achieve competence i I d' t ts related to reading isa t I Y, . f d. needs· ma a JUS men d 
identification o rea mg . ' bl Open to graduate students an remedial instruction for specific pro ems. 
undergraduate experienced teachers . 
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EL.ED. 590. THE PREPARATION OF LABORATORY SCHOOL 
TEACHERS-Practical experience in the Summer Campus School in direct-
ing work of student teachers through demonstration teaching, planning instruc-
tion, conferences, and teacher evalu ation; lectures and readings; conferences 
with staff members and Campus School; preparation of a term paper. Not 
open to students with credit for El.Ed. 508. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN ENGLISH 
ENG. 500. STUDIES IN THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF 
LANGUAGE-Fundamental principles bas ic to a ll languages; theories of the 
origin of language; the nature a nd psychology of language; phonetics and 
poh netic change; a lph abets and systems of writing; language types and families; 
the Jndo-European fami ly and its branches; th e history of the English language; 
word origins a nd changes in meaning; speech sta ndards. 
ENG. 501. THE MODERN AMERICAN NOVEL-Outstanding Amer-
ican twentieth century novels; their social and artistic significance. 
ENG. 502. STUDIES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE-Literary cul-
ture in America from the Colonial Period to the present ; religious and political 
influences upon early writings; the Rom antic Movement and Transcendentalism; 
rea lism and regional litera ture. 
ENG. 503. AMERICAN REGIONAL LITERATURE-Litera ture of 
certain geographical and cultural areas of the United States-New England 
and Eastern, Southern, Western, folkways in American lette rs, local color and 
the use of regional materia ls, particularly in fiction. 
ENG. 504. ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF ENGLISH DRAMA 
-Liturgical beginnings of English drama- miracle and morality plays, inter-
ludes; rise of English comedy and tragedy; forerunners and contemporaries of 
Shakespeare; progress of drama to 1642. 
ENG. 505. STUDIES IN THE NOVEL-The novel m England, es-
pecially in the Nineteenth Century; major novelists. 
ENG. 506. STUDIES IN THE MODERN DRAMA-Renascence of 
drama in Europe and America: Ibsen and the pl ay of ideas; realism, natural-
~m, symbolism, sociological drama. 
ENG. 507. THE MODERN NOVEL- Outstanding American and Eng-
lish twentieth century novels; the.ir social and artistic sign ificance. 
ENG. 508. LITERATURE OF GREECE AND ROME-Reading in 
English translation and discussion of selected masterpieces; relationsh ip to 
later literature in English and other modern languages. 
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ENG. 509. STUDIES IN THE PROSE AND POETRY OF MILTON 
-An intensive study of the most important prose and poetry of Milton with 
particular emphasis on Paradise Lost; the background of Milton's writings. 
Consent of instructor required. 
ENG. 510. EMERSON, THOREAU AND THE TRANSCENDEN-
TALISTS-Writings of Emerson and Thoreau against the background of 
European and American transcendentalism. 
ENG. 51 lA. STUDIES IN THE POETRY OF THE VICTORIAN 
PERIOD-Major Victorian poets, with emphasis on Tennyson and Browning· 
social, political , and intellectual background of the times. ' 
ENG. 511B. STUDIES IN THE PROSE OF THE VICTORIAN 
PERIOD-Major Victorian essayists with reference to the intellectual back-
ground of nineteenth-century England : Carlyle, Newman, Macaulay, J. S. Mill 
Ruskin, and Arnold. ' 
ENG. 512A. LITERATURE OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE: THE 
MIDDLE AGES- Reading in English translation representative works of the 
Middle Ages; importance of this literature as source material for more recent 
writers. 
ENG. 512B. LITERATURE OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE: THE 
RENAISSANCE-Petrarch, Boccaccio, Machiavelli, Castiglione, Ariosto, and 
their relation to the literature of England. 
ENG. 512C. LITERATURE OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE: THE 
NINETEENTH CENTURY-Reading in English translation of selected mas-
terpieces; Rousseau and bis disciples; romantic poetry, fiction and drama; 
realism, naturalism and symbolism in the various types of literature. 
ENG. 513. SEMINAR-TOUR IN AMERICAN LITERATURE-Study 
of major American writers before 1900 including a tour of locales associated 
with their lives and work. Study four weeks; tour two weeks. Credit: two or 
three semester hours. 
ENG. 514. CHILDREN'S LITERATURE-Types of children's litera• 
ture; criteria of book selection; reading interests of children; preparation of 
bibliography. 
ENG. 515. PHILOSOPHIC ASPECTS OF LITERATURE-Major 
movements in English and American literature from the perspective of philos· 
ophy; literature as a source of ideas; the representation of social, political, 
religious, and ethical ideals in poetry, fiction, and drama. 
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ENG. 516. STUDYTOUR OF WESTERN . 
tour including Holland Germany A t . 1 1 EUROPE- Six weeks study-. ' , us na, ta y Swit I d d 
uate credit may be earned by writing t ' _zer an an France. Grad-repor s on certam aspects of the studytour. 
ENG. 518. MAJOR AMERICAN POETS- . 
first rank and their contributions t . _Nmeteenth century poets of . o a nallonal hteratur • • 
chief figures m the poetry revival of th 20 h e, some attention to e t century. 
ENG. 519. LITERATURE AND THE 
ideas ~xpressed through novels, plays, and critica~rORLD_ TO~A Y :--Current 
magazme, newspaper and f . eports, contribution of the 
' mo wn picture to the world 's view of A . menca. 
ENG. 520. SHAKESPEAREAN TRAGE . 
qualities of Shakespeare tragedy st ct · d . hDY-Esthetic and philosophic u 1e m t e play · ht' 
Hamlet, Othello, Lear, Macbeth · react· . Sh k wng . mature plays: ' mgs Ill a espeare cnt1cism. 
ENG. 521. STUDIES IN MODERN BRITISH . . 
trends and figures in British poetry since 1890. em h . POETRY--S1gmficant 
writers from the following group· Ha d H 'k. P asis upon the work of two 
and Thomas. · r Y, op ms, Housman, Yeats, Masefield, 
ENG. 522. STUDIES IN MODERN AMERI 
cant trends and figures in American t . CAN POETRY--Signifi-
f 
poe ry smce 1912· emph · h 
work o two writers from the followin . . , as1s upon t e 
Crane, Benet, and Jeffers. g group. Robmson, Frost, Millay, Eliot, 
ENG. 523. SHAKESPEAREAN COMEDY . . 
Love's Labour's Lost to The Tempest B k -Pnncipal comedies from 
Shakespeare's early and • · ac grounds of Elizabethan comedy· 
·ct . f ex~nmental work; later mature achievements w1"th, 
the comic I ea m arce high d b" , come y, itter comedy, drama and idealistic 
romance. 
ENG. 524-REALISM IN AMERIC writers of the late AN LITERATURE--Realistic 
others. 19th cent.LJry ; Howells, James, Clemens, Crane, Norris and 
ENG. 525. THESIS A · 
to be submitted in typewritt~1~!~%dual in~~stigation _of a_n origi_nal problem 
Graduate Division. accor mg to direct10ns given by the 
ENG. 526. THE ENGLISH LANGU . . 
the English language since the J 4th centur . AG~H1stoncal. de:elopment of 
change· growth of . . Y, poht1cal and social mfluences for 
' grammatical science and I · h 
!ems of usage· semantics· trends : A . eXJcog~ap y; contemporary prob-, , · m mencan English. 
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EARL y SEC ON DARY SCHOOL UT ERA TURE-Read-
ENG. 527 · r·ate to the early secondary school; exarnma-
ings in prose and poetr\~!;.~~:i: 1for adolescents" in th: early ~econdary Eng-
tion of the function _of f udents extending certification to mclude English 
l1sh program. Requ 1rehd s\o have not had English 213. 
in Early Secondary sc oo s w 
ERARY CRITICISM-A survey of literary criticism 
ENG. 532- UT . . applying the student's critical skill to the 
d ent with exercises m 
past an pre~ ' .. d .. d I student emphasis upon the study of a period, 
study of specific works, m iv1 ua 
author, idea, or literary form. 
PROJECT-Study undertaken b_y one or more individuals _on 
ENG. 550. . . . t be submitted m acceptable form according 
a problem of special interest, mus ... 
. . . by the Graduate D1v1s1on. to d1rect1ons given 
EARCH METHODS AND TECHNIQUES-See descrip-ED 575. RES 
tion under Graduate Division, Education Department. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 
EDUCATION 
502. WORKSHOP IN EDUCATIO~ ?~ CHILDREN WITH 
ORT~;foIC HANDICAP-Observation and md'.v1dual parllc1pation m 
· I h d. ed children· techmques and matenals for I and orthoped1cal y an icapp ' 
c ass non-academic curriculum; class discussions and reports. 
academic and 
LINICAL PROCEDURES IN SPEECH CORRECTION EX.ED. 503. C . . · I h h d' · k der superv1s1on with severe Y speec an 1-
d d practicum wor • un . . -An a vance . ' . . E Ed 308 513 523 533, or eqmvalent. Credit: 
capped children. Prereqms1te. x. . ' ' ' 
six semester hours. 
WORKSHOP IN CURRICULUM FOR CEREBRAL 
EX.ED. 504. S t d to encourage formulation of realistic 
PALSIED CHILDREN---:- true ubre I lsied children in the elementary school 
. I f slow-learning cere ra pa . I curncu um or . b . d to originate curncular proposa s, 
p t" ·pants will e require .. 
grade range. ar ici . d b workshop specialists. Prerequ1s1tes: 
workino under guidance provide y . 
"' · I t Credit· six semester ho111s. Ex.Ed. 328 or equ1va en . . 
KSHOP IN EDUCATlON OF CHILDREN WITH 
EX.ED. 506. WOR . k under supervision with class of 
HEARING IMPAIRMENT-Pract1fcuhm "".org 1·mpairment-from moderate to 
. . degrees o eann . . . 
children havmg varying . . f . experimentation m techniques 
d I Observation and part1c1pa ion, profoun oss. . 
and materials. Summer Session. 
R IN EDUCATION OF CHILDREN . WITH 
EX.ED. 512. SEMIN; p blems of class organization, groupmg and 
ORTHOPEDIC HANDICA - ro 
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curriculum; educational psychology for the crippled; psychological tests and 
their interpretation. 
EX.ED. 513. SEMINAR IN SPEECH SCIENCE-Anatomy, pyhsics, 
and physiology of speech, stressing research and experimental studies in the 
field. Prerequisite: Ex .Ed. 204, 305, 306 and 308 or equivalent. 
EX.ED. 520. SPEECH PROBLEMS OF CHILDREN-Types and 
causes of speech defects and disorders found in elementary school children; 
methods of treatment of minor disorders by the classroom teacher; some pho-
netic and speech science; observation of children presenting various speech 
problems. 
EX.ED. 523. APPLIED PHONETICS-The application of phonetics 
to the teaching of speech in the elementary and secondary school; the teach-
ing of speech to the deaf; speech correction including foreign dialects. Open 
to graduate and qualified undergraduate students. Required for certification in 
Speech Correction and Education of Deaf and Hard of Hearing. 
EX.ED. 524. INTRODUCTION TO AUDIOLOGY-The clinical treat-
ment of hearing problems designed particularly to assist the speech correction-
ist. Hearing testing, hearing aid construction, and research in the field of 
audiology. Prerequisite: Ex.Ed. 308 or equivalent. 
EX.ED. 525. THESIS-An individual investigation of an original prob-
lem to be submitted in typewritten form according to directions given by the 
Graduate Division. 
EX.ED. 527. GUIDANCE OF CHILDREN WHO ARE EXCEP-
TIONAL-Educational, social and vocational guidance of children who are 
exceptional because of intelligence, physical development, behavior, speech and 
hearing. 
EX.ED. 530. SURVEY OF EYE CONDITIONS (A)-Consideration 
and attention given to ocular problems, including the anatomy, physiology and 
hygiene of the eye together with a study of common eye diseases and refractive 
errors. 
EX.ED. 531. SURVEY OF EYE CONDITIONS (B)-Continuation of 
Eye Conditions (A); emphasis placed on physiology of the eye and diseases 
which affect the eye. Prerequisite: Ex.Ed. 530. 
EX.ED. 532. WORKSHOP IN EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH 
VISUAL HANDICAP-Practicum work under supervision with class of chil-
dren having varying degrees of visual impairment-from moderate to profound 
loss. Observation and participation; experimentation in techniques and mate-
rials. 
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EX.ED. 533. SEMINAR IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY-Research studies 
m the areas o s u , ' • f t tteri·ng voice defects cleft palate, and cerebral palsy. Pre-
requisite: Ex.Ed. 308 or equivalent. 
D 535 MENTAL MEASUREMENT-Presentation use and inter-
EX.E · · t· t d t .. 
· f t 1 d performance tests · demonstra tons; s u en part1c1pa-pretat1on o men a an . . . ' 
tion in giving psychometnc exammat1ons. 
538 UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM CHILD IN THE 
CLA~~~~M-Personal and social factors a~ rela~ed to the problem child; 
f · d ' 'dual pupil and group d1scuss1on of report. Enrollment case study o an m 1v1 ' . . . • 
limited to fifteen. Open to graduate students m any dIVIs.10n. 
D 539. THE GIFTED CHILD-Study of the nature a?d needs of 
EX.E · · · I t · 1 • 'ft d · xamination of such prov1s10ns as acce era 10n, partia. children who are g, e , e • 'f · · 1· · 
segregat10n, ennc men , ' • · h t special classes· criteria for 1dent1 ymg; imp 1cat1ons 
for classroom teacher. 
EX ED. 541. PSYCHOLOGY OF EXCEPTIONAdL . CHILdDRhE~-
1 · d · found in fields of mental retar at10n an p ys1ca Study of common ten enc1es . d I d . h 
handicap· charactenst1cs an 1 · · d ·mplicat ions of tendencies are eve ope wit 
view to ~nhancing understandings in these fields. 
EX.ED. 543. SPEECH READING-A considerahtiodn off hthe _mosth(mld-
f h . peech reading to the ar o eanng c 1 , Portant methods o teac mg s . d d 
. . . the various techniques. Elective for gra uates an together with practice m . . t 
undergraduates interested in the child with hearing 1mpa1rmen . 
0 PROJECT-A study undertaken by one or more individ-
EX.ED. 55 . f . I ·nterest· must be submitted in acceptable form uals on a problem o specia J , ••• 
according to directions given by the Graduate D1v1s10n. 
EX ED 551 PRACTICUM IN EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH 
· · · FORMERLY EX ED. 501. WORKSHOP IN 
MENTAL RETARDATION. N( WITH RETARDED MENTAL DEVELOP-
EDUCATION OF CHILDRE . . d 'h 
d . d' 'dual participation m a class for chil ren wit 
MENT)-Obse~ation an d1~ iv1 ·ons and experimentation in techniques and mental retardation; group 1scuss1 
materials. 
56 ADVANCED SEMINAR IN VOICE AND A~TICU-
EX.ED. 5 . . and treatment of more severe voice and 
Li\ TIO! Nt· PRpOroBbL!e!Ms S~!~t;!iate and esophageal speech. Investigaton of art1cu a 10n · 
current research. 
crimination and speech reception tests; interpretation audiograms; principles of 
construction , fitting and use of individual hearing aids. 
EX.ED. 558. NEUROPATHOLOGIES OF SPEECH-Neuropatholo-
ges of speech etiology and clinical treatment of cerebral palsy, dysarthria, 
ahpasia, and aphasoid speech problems. 
EX.ED. 559. SEMINAR IN STUTTERING-Investigation of recent 
research in stu ttering. Prerequisite: Speech Disorders II or equivalent. 
EX.ED. 560. ADVANCED CLINIC IN SPEECH AND HEARING 
DISORDERS-Experience in the clinical diagnosis of speech problems and 
in the appl ication of therapeutic procedures to severe speech problems. 
EX.ED. 561. OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN 
WITH MENTAL RETARDATION. (FORMERLY EX.ED. 511, SEMINAR 
IN EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH RETARDED MENTAL DE-
VELOPMENT)-Curriculum development, based upon a philosophy of occu-
pational education and curricu lar cores, designed for special class teachers 
and administrators of classes of children with mental retardation and for 
leachers of regular classes who must provide adjustments for slow learning 
children. 
EX.ED. 571. OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS FOR CHILDREN WITH 
MENTAL RETARDATION. (FORMERLY EX.ED. 521. GUIDANCE OF 
CHILDREN WITH RETARDED MENTAL DEVELOPMENT)-Instruction 
in the manual skills needed by children with retarded mental development; ex-
perience in the techniques needed in making job analyses in the job areas in 
which the retarded find employment. 
ED. 575. RESEARCH METHODS AND TECHNIQUES-See descrip-
tion under Education Department, Graduate Courses . 
EX.ED. 591. NATURE AND NEEDS OF CHILDREN WHO PRE-
SENT EXCEPTIONAL PROBLEMS OF LEARNING-Examination of the 
causes, characteristics and implications--educational , social and vocational--of 
children who are exceptional because of intell igence, physical development, 
behavior, speech and hearing. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN GEOGRAPHY 
GEOG. 500. GEOGRAPHY OF EASTERN ASIA-Economic, soc.ial 
and political geography of Chi na, Japan, Korea, eastern U.S.S.R., the Indo-
China Peninsula, and the East Indies. 
AUDIOMETRY AND HEARING . AIDS:--5tudy and GEOG. 501. STUDIES IN INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY-Selected 
measurement of hearing. EX.ED. 
557
· Admi'nistration of individual aud10metnc, speech dis· lopics of current importance such as petroleum and world politics, Niagara 
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ff ·n world trade chemical industry of the Niagara ower development, co ee I ' • • fi ld . 
p . - d d. tribution of strategic rnatenals ; e studies of a 
Frontier, product10n an 1s 
local area industry. 
MAP INTERPRETATION FOR TEACHERS-History of 
GEOG. 502. · d. g sk"lls· · . · . thods of develop.mg rnap-rea m 1 , maps m 
maps; map mterpretat1on, me · 
the elementary and secondary school. 
STUDIES IN RESOURCE CONSERYATION_-Principl~s 
GEOG. 5o3. 1 s· selected problems such as soil erosion m f of natura resource , 
of conserva ion 11 . the Erie-Niagara Watershed, Great Lakes N York po ut10n on 
Western ew ' d ·rnprovernent management of farm wood-
. fl d ntrol an stream 1 ' . . 
fishenes, 00 co F t p eserve recreational resources and w1ldhfe 
lands the New York State ores r , 
rnan:gernent programs in Western New York. 
STUDIES IN THE GEOGRAPHY OF NORTH AME~-
GEOG. 504. . I ater and forest resources; geography of agn-
u ·1· t·on of rnmera ' w ' . d f ICA- t1 1za I t t· n recreation hemisphere e ense, power 
f Cturing transpor a 10 , ' culture, rnanu a ' . . to recent changes and current develop-
production; selected topics pertammg 
men ts. 
SE IN THE HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
S.S. 507. FIELD ~C?UR d S . l Studies Graduate Courses. 
OF NEW YORK-See hstmg un er ocia , 
'-08. FIELD COURSE IN MEXICAN CULTURE-See listing 
S.S . ., 
under Social Studies, Graduate Courses. 
. d. "d I investigation of an original prob-
GEOG. 525. THESIS-An m /v1 ua cordino to directions given by the 
lern to be submitted in typewritten orrn ac "' 
Graduate Division. 
- -A study undertaken by one or more individ-
G EOG. 5:i0. PROJE?T . . st be submitted in acceptable form 
roblem of special mterest, mu ... 
uals on a P _ . . by the Graduate D1v1s1on. 
according to direct1ons given 
AND TECHNIQUES-See listing 
ED. 575. RESEARCH METHODS 
under Education Department, Graduate Courses. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN HOME ECONOMICS 
ME ECONOMICS EDUCATION-Re-
H.EC. 500. SEMINAR IN H~d of Horne Economics Education; special 
cent research and problems m the fi~ f. the area of Home Economics 
problems selected by individual stu ents iorn 
Education. 
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H.EC. 501. WORKSHOP IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION-
Problems in teaching of Horne Economics based upon individual needs and 
interests of workshop participants. Individual conferences; group discussion; 
~int activities. Prerequisite: one year of teaching experience. Credit: six 
11111ester hours. 
H.EC. 502. THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE FAMILY-A study of per-
sonality development in contemporary American family life. Emphasis on the 
family as an important factor in shaping the growth and adjustment of children, 
adolescents and adults. Recent research on child development in the family 
is considered. Designed for teachers who wish a greater understanding of their 
students and themselves. 
H.EC. 503. FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS-The family viewed longi-
tudinally; developmental tasks of family members at each stage of the family 
life cycle; research on marriage success and family crisis; attitudes, values, and 
standards regarding family living. 
H.EC. 504. PROBLEMS IN FOODS AND NUTRITION-Recent 
research developments in foods and nutrition; problems in teaching foods and 
nutrition to elementary and high school groups; problems related to the indi-
vidual's teaching situation. 
H.EC. 506. SEMINAR IN HOME MANAGEMENT-Newer develop-
ments in the field of managing the home; problems met in teaching manage-
ment in secondary and adult classes; individual work on problems in accord-
ance with student needs . 
H.EC. 507. EVALUATION IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
-Techniques and instruments for identifying and appraising progress toward 
goals in home economics; methods of teaching appropriate to the achieve-
ments of these objectives; individual work on problems of evaluation encoun-
tered in teaching. 
H.EC. 508. WORKSHOP IN ADVANCED CLOTHING-Pattern mak-
ing and dress design with particular reference to alteration problems met in 
clothing classes; garments made in class. 
H.EC. 509. SEMINAR IN TEXTILES-A study of the newer develop-
ments in the field of textiles with particular emphasis on information for the 
consumer with regard to the selection, utilization and care of modern textiles. 
H.EC. 510. PRACTICAL PROBLEMS OF HOUSING AND HOME 
FURNISHING-Problems related to housing and home furnishings; planning 
and construction furnishings; field trips. 
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H.EC. 511. METHODS AND MATERIALS IN THE TEACHING OF 
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS-Role playing, panels, types of discussion, appro-
priate use of films, etc.; collection, critical evaluation, and use of materials fo 
teaching family relationships at the secondary school level. Prerequisite or con~ 
comitant: A functional course in family relationships such as H.Ec. 503-
Family Relationships. 
H.EC. 512. WORKSHOP IN HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT FOR 
HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS-Survey and evaluation of developments 
in large and small equipment used in homes and schools; field trips, laboratory 
and demonstrations. 
H.EC. 515 . HOMEMAKING EDUCATION FOR ADULTS-A study 
of recent developments in homemaking education for adults. Discussion of 
problems which arise in adapting facilities, resources and in the organization 
of such groups. 
H.EC. 516. FAMILY CLOTHING-Purchase, selection, care, and con-
struction of clothing for the family; management of time and money as they 
relate to clothing problems; trips, speakers, discussions, demonstrations, and 
work on problems for which the individual feels a definite need. 
H.EC. 517. TRENDS IN TEACHING CLOTHING-Interpretation 
use and evaluation of present trends in the teaching of clothing construction'. 
emphasis on recent techniques and the importance of time and energy manage'. 
ment; equipment which can simplify various construction processes . 
H.EC. 519. WORKSHOP IN HOME MANAGEMENT-Consideration 
of problems of the family in relation to the management of the home; speakers 
and consultants; home management house will serve as the laboratory. 
H.EC. 520. FAMILY FINANCIAL PLANNING-Consideration of 
family financial problems; alternate choices in the light of family goals and 
values; examination and evaluation of available materials for use in teaching. 
H.EC. 521. WORKSHOP IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL HOMEMAK-
ING CURRICULUM-Offers an opportunity to study the planning of junior 
high school homemaking curriculum; study of special needs of youth in this 
age group; discussion of processes in achieving learning at this age level. 
H.EC. 523 . FIELD EXPERIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS EDU-
CATION-Study of the function of home experiences, criteria for evaluating 
directed home experiences; relationship of homemaking teacher, parents and 
pupils; community relationships; guidance and evaluation. Prerequisite: The 
student must be a teacher and must have taught at least one of the courses 
in the basic sequence, Homemaking 1, 2, 3 (preferably Homemaking 3) the 
year prior or be a newly hired teacher who is to teach at least one course 
in the basic sequence the following year. Credit: two semester hours. 
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H.EC. 525-THESIS-An individual investi af .. 
Jem to be submitted in typewritten f d. g wn of an ongmal prob-. . . · orm accor mg to di f . 
Graduate D1v1s1on. Credit: six semester hours. rec wns given by the 
H.EC. 550. PROJECT- An und t k. 
dents on some problem closely relate~r t~ i~ge P;:i~ued by o_ne or more stu-
project must be approved by the stude t' d . of special mterest. The . n s a vJsor and by the h d f h . . 
110n or department concerned Credit· f ea o t e d1v1-. • our semester hours. 
ED. 575. RESEARCH METHODS AND TE 
tion under Education Department. CHNIQUES-See descrip-
GRADUATE COURSES IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
I.A. 500. WORKSHOP IN INDUSTRIAL A . 
ing and operating Industrial Arts p RTS-Problems m organiz-
high school and adult levels . rograms at the elementary, junior, senior 
I.A. 501. SEMINAR IN INDUSTRIAL . . 
reports on mdividual and group prob! . I d . A~TS-Discuss10n, research, • ems ill n ustnal Arts d · • 
of lndustnal Arts students registered f th d e ucat1on. Reqmred or e egree of Master of Science. 
I.A. 502. FIELD STUDIES RELAT 
EDUCATION-Individual and group t d_ED T_O IN~USTRIAL ARTS 
Niagara Frontier· the woodwork· ds uf ,es_ of_ rndustnal activities in the 
. ' mg an abncatmg trades· t 1 . d . 
plas!Ic and fibre products· graphic art . 1 . , me a m ustnes; . ' s, e ectncal ceramic · 1 
mo!Ive manufacture· conferences w·th ' . , airp ane and auto-
labor organizations. ' 1 representatives of industry and various 
I.A. 503. GUIDANCE SEMINAR IN LIFE 
TI0N-Survey and evaluation of th d . ADJUSTMENT EDUCA-e e ucattonal move t I d. 
Prosser Resolution· effects of the L"f Ad" mens ea mg to the • . ' 1 e JUstment Move t 
m the various subject matter areas· . 1 . men upon the schools 
of adaptation plans made in teach1:n1m~temt:ntat10n of the movement; reports 
g Sl ua ions. 
I.A. 505. WORKSHOP IN INDUSTRIAL AR 
TI0N-A study of the adult educaf . TS ADULT EDUCA-
and local regulations; reimbursemen~~~ mcludmg the objectives; state 
mumty : the part that industrial arts plays in ad:it:~uoc~:i~:_needs of the com-
I.A. 506. SUPERVISION OF INDUSTR 
techniques concerning administration and . ~L ARTS-Problems and 
and adult programs in industrial t d su~erv1S1on of elementary, secondary 
levels. ar s e ucat10n at the federal, state, and local 
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I.A . 507 _ HOOL SHOP PLANNING-Problems involved in planning 
SC h the remodeling of older shops: space allotments, 
new indust'.ial arts _s ofps ;r selection and placement of equipment, writing 
area plannmg, service ea ures, 
specifications, shop plans . 
WELDING-Essentials of metallurgy for ferr?us and n_on-
1.A. 508 - d \ding· proficiency in gas and electnc arc weldmg, 
ferrous metals as relate toldwe__ 'nd hard surfacing with special emphasis 
· brazing silver so e1 mg a 1 . cuttmg, ' 1 h. h carbon and special alloy stee s, stamlcss on certain non-ferrous meta s, I~ . Id 
and high chromium steels; inspecting and testing we s. 
I A 509 HISTORY OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS~Europdean _antecRedents; 
· · _- . chnical instruction into American e ucat1on; uss1an 
attempts to m~ioduce t~ h Slo d System of instruction; the Arts and Crafts 
Manual Trammg; Swed s Y ent· growth of the vocational concept 
t· the Manual Arts movem ·, . . 
Moveme~ , .. rts as re-vocational training; the social-economic 
in Amenca; Industnal A d p. 1 Arts as the study of industry; Industrial 
concept for Industrial Arts; In ustna 
Arts as the study of technology. 
IN INDUSTRIAL COOPERATIVE TRAINING 
I.A. 511. SEMINAR t f •ndustrial part-time programs. Deter-
. f and developmen o 1 -The orgamza 10n 1 ent opportunities· analyzing training; 
mining needs; advisory boards; emp oym ' 
training outlines; related work. 
SHOP IN TEXTILES-Organizatio~ and oper_ation of 
I.A . 512. WORK. . d f fibers and matenals; techmques of 
an Industr.ial Arts textile umt stu h. o and treatment; color and pattern 
fabric construction; dyemg; surface ms m.,, 
harmonies. 
IN CERAMICS-The Industrial Arts ceramics 
I.A. 513A. WORKSH~P d d processes of production in throw-
b . f ·ng techmques· a vance program; as1c orm1 . . ' d kiln construction; body and glaze com-
ing and casting; decoratton; finng an 
position; design of ceramic products. 
N CERAMICS-Advanced design in indi-
I.A. 513B. WORKSHOP If d t,·on· decoration glazing and firing; 
d 1· t methods o pro uc ' ' vidual and up ,ca e . . 'd I blems· the school ceramics program. 
1 nd kilns· mdivi ua pro ' 513A clays, g azes a ' . ·t . 1 A 406 or equivalent, I.A. · 
Elective for all students. Prereqmst e. . . 
UES AND DEVICES FOR SHOP ~ABORATORY 
I.A. 514. TECHNIQ . h ubjects · demonstrat10ns and discus· 
-Methods and devices for teachm~ s ~~-:isual e~uipment; research; and pro· 
sions, conferences, group dynamics , au 
duction of devices. 
LABORATORY-Specialized areas of 
I .A. 515 . TRANSPORT".'-TWN nd techniques of operation; projects and 
f . planning orgamzat10n a . 
transporta ton, ' k and other visual aids. 
problems; evaluation ; models, moc -ups 
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I.A. 517 . ELECTRONICS-Electronics in the junior and senior high 
school industria l arts program; advanced electronic theory and practice in 
com munications; development of instructiona l materials, demonstration equip-
ment, projects and visual aids. I.A. 517 A, I.A. 517B. 
I.A. 519. NEW METHODS AND TECHNIQUES IN WOODWORK 
-Carving, appliques and inlays; plastic finishes, wood substitutes, wood 
bleaches and other more recent materials and techniques of the wood indus-
tries; individual problems of the in-service teacher. 
I.A. 520. DESIGN IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS-Graduate study of design 
as applied to industrial arts. Research, discussion and practice in originating 
designs for all areas of industrial arts technical study. Analysis of designs with 
discussions for suggested redesrgn. 
I.A. 521. NEW METHODS AND TECHNIQUES IN METALWORK-
ING-New materials and their possibilities for industrial arts activities; investi-
rntion of modern industrial processes in metalworking and their implications 
!or the teachi ng of Industrial Arts. 
I.A. 523. INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-
functions of Industrial Arts in the elementary school; study of activities for the 
mious grade levels; problems of equipment, organization, supplies; planning 
and executing units of work. 
I.A. 524. EVALUATION IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS-General principles 
of evaluation; construction and use of various informal devices and techniques 
of evaluation applicable to industrial arts; selection and use of appropriate 
iandardized instruments of evaluation; observat.ion, rating scales, anecdotal 
records, personnel systems, and the industrial arts project; interpreting, record-
ng and using the results of evaluation for the improvement of instruction. 
I.A. 525. THESIS-An individual investigation of an original problem 
be submitted in typewritten form according to directions given by the 
Graduate Division. Credit: six semester hours. 
I.A. 526. ADVANCED DRAFTING-PROBLEMS AND TECH-
JIQUES-Technical proficiency in specific areas of drafting; the program of 
:rafting in the junior and senior high schools; governmental and industrial 
:rafting standards; conventional and simplified drafting practices; evaluation 
if pupil progress in technical drawing. Prerequisi te: Graduate standing. 
I.A. 528. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN INDUSTRIAL 
\RTS--Philosophical foundation of Industrial Arts; current social, economic 
md technological conditions; curriculum patterns and curriculum controls; 
~urse of study construction; approaches to teaching; program structure and 
:valuation. 
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I.A. 530. NEW TECHNIQUES IN GRAPHIC ARTS-Experime _ 
tation !n paperm~king, ink,_ ph?tog_raphy, half-~o~es, color_ separation, phot~-
engravmg; technical profic1enc1es m offset pnntmg, pubhcations, letterpress 
printing, silk-screen printing, book-binding. Prerequisite: Graduate standing. 
I.A. 550. PROJECT-A study undertaken by one or more individuals on 
a problem of special interest; must be submitted in acceptable form according 
to directions given by the Graduate Division. Credit: four semester hours. 
EL.ED. 575. RESEARCH METHODS AND TECHNIQUES-See de-
scription under Education Department. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN MATHEMATICS 
MATH. 500. MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY CURRICU-
LUM-Development of number; rationale of processes; relationships; generali-
zations; meaning and significance of number and processes; mathematics as a 
language; measurement; problem solving; visual aids; professional literature· 
analyses and reports of readings individual research and project. ' 
MATH. 502. WORKSHOP IN MATHEMATICS-Selected topics in 
the field of elementary mathematics analysis of research; individual study of a 
problem and written report of findings; committee study and reports on prob-
lems. 
MATH. 503 . THE FUNCTION CONCEPT-Relationships, depend-
ence, and the functional approach; linear and quadratic functions; graphs and 
elementary curve tracing; trigonometric, exponential, and logarithmic func-
tions; linear and exponential trends ; differential and integral functions; appli-
cations and related problems. 
MATH. 504. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE-Theory and applica-
tion of formulas; simple and compound interest; annuities; amortization and 
sinking funds; depreciation; bonds; life annuities and life insurance; related 
problems. 
MATH. 506. HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS-Chronological study of 
the development of elementary mathematics; national achievements of ages or 
periods; selected b.iographies; appraisals and critiques; problem studies. 
MATH. 507. FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS-The axiomatic 
method; theory of sets and infinite sets; real number system and linear con· 
tinuum; the complex number system; groups and their significance for the 
foundations; development of various viewpoints on foundations. Prerequisite: 
Function Concept. 
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MATH. 525. THESIS- An individual invesfo f f .. 
Jem to be submitted in typewritten f . ,,,a 100 0 an ongmal prob-
Graduate Division. Credit· six s otrm ,accordmg to directions given by the 
· emes er wurs. 
MATH. 550. PROJECT- A study undertak b 
viduals on a problem of speci·al 1- t t en Y one or more indi-n eres · must be b · d -
form according to directions gi·ve b th' su mitte ID acceptable n y e Gradu t D" - . 
semester hours. a e 1v1s10n. Credit: four 
EL.ED. 575. RESEARCH METHODS AN 
· t1·on u d G d · · . D TECHNIQUES-See d 
scnp n er ra uate D1v1s10n, Education Department. e-
GRADUATE COURSES IN MUSIC 
~U~- 500. MUSIC IN EDUCATION-Public school 
contnbut1ons of various composers d . • an music educators 
music and to general culture; required readin s· r -
on school assemblies. g , istenmg 
music education; 
to public school 
to records; ideas 
GRADUATE COURSES IN SCIENCE 
SCI. 500. SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY 
ground, purposes and present scope of . _ CURRICULUM-Back-. - science m the elementar h I 
fess1onal review of subject matter w·th d . Y sc oo s; pro-
visual aids, readings. 1 emonStrations, experiments, audio-
SCI. 501. FIELD STUDIES IN SCIENCE I - . 
field work; selected field studies b th -Biological and geological 
of one or more areas Elective' f o g:oup ~nd individual; intensive studies 
· or semors with an average of C • . 
completed to date. Prerequisites· Biolog 5 h . ID science - Y, sem. rs ., Sci. 191 or G.S. 203-204. 
SCI. 502. FIELD STUDIES IN SCIENCE . . 
principles in a metropolitan com ·t II-Application of scientific 
· · mum Y to problems of health d · · 
mdustnal and technological applications f . . _ . an samtat10n; 
Niagara Frontier. Required of persons so _scl1_e?ce,. sc1ent1fic research on the 
· h . pecia 1zmg ID the teaching of o I 
s1cence; ot ers with permission of inst t p - . ,,enera 
in biology, chemistry, and physics. rue or. rereqms1te: 18 sem. hrs. credit 
SCI. 503. ECOLOGY-Scientific nature t d . 1 -
of the relationships between li . th" s u Y'. me ud_mg consideration 
biological relationships between v::~ w::~s and . th:rr p~ys1cal _envir?nment; 
the natural environment For d Ill species'. mans relat10nsh1ps with 
others b . - . - gra uate students ID Elementary Education· 
. y perm1ss10n of mstructor. Prerequisites: Sci 101 201 202 h, 
equ1l'alent. Lectures, discussion read. . , - , or t e , 1ngs. 
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SCI. 504. REGIONAL STUDY IN SCIENCE-~ield work at Alle-
gany State Park; out-of-doors science for. t~e tea~her; identification of wild 
flowers, trees, birds, msects, and other livmg thmgs; relationships betwe 
living things and their environment; geology of the Park, and of western N:: 
York. Open to graduate and undergraduate students. Prerequisites: Sci. 
101, 201-202, or the equivalent. 
SCI. 505. CONSERVATION WORKSHOP-A two-week workshop for 
teachers and administrators; problems of soil, water, forest, wildlife, and 
mineral conservation; consultation with experts from the State Conservation 
Department, federal bureaus, and elementary school education; elementary 
school problems in conservation education; field trips, lectures, discussions 
individual resea rch. Open to graduates and undergraduates. ' 
SCI. 508. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND THE WORLD TO-
DA Y--Selected areas will be studied which exemplify ways in which science 
profoundly affects the world today and which involve the international rela-
tions of the United States. 
SCI. 509. RECENT ADVANCES IN SCIENCE AS APPLIED TO 
HOME ECONOMICS-New developments in control of food poisonings; 
study of research in nutritive values of proteins; bacteriology and chemistry of 
frozen foods; effects of food processing on nutrition; recent research in other 
areas affecting home economics. For graduate students in Division of Home 
Economics Education only. Lecture, laboratory work. 
SCI. 510. TEACHING OF SCIENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS-
Current objectives of secondary school science education; selection of subject 
matter content; methods of teaching; demonstration techniques pupil experi-
mentation and other activities; analysis of textbooks laboratory manuals, audio-
visual aids; the role of laboratory and field trip experiences; problems in evalua-
tion. Required for state certification in secondary school science teaching. 
Prerequisites: Bachelor's degree, 18 sem. hrs . in science. 
SCI. 518. HUMAN BIOLOGY-Origin and development of the human 
species; human anatomy and physiology; reproduction, embryology, and life 
cycle; gentics of man; conservation of human resources; new problems in 
human biology. Required of all candidates for extension of certification to in-
clude the teaching of science .in the early secondary school. Prerequisites: Sci. 
201-202, 303-304. 
SCI. 523. SCIENCE IN TRANSPORTATION-Application of the 
principles of physics and chemistry to transportation friction, momentum, 
inertia, acceleration, fluid pressure, Bernouilli's principle, types of engines, types 
of fuels, combustion of fuels, atomic energy, and other factors involved in the 
movement of objects . Prerequisites: Sci. 203-204, 303-304. 
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SCI. 524. SCIENCE IN OUTDOOR 
science to problems .in cookery sani·tat· h I EDUCATION-Application of ' ion, s e ter select" f · emergency foods, map reading and k. ' ion o campsite, safety; 
. . map ma mg· day a d . h . 
ecolog1cal mterpretation of the env· ' n mg t orienteering· 
1ronment· co · ' 
Integration of science and outdoor ed t·' _nservation of natural resources. 
· uca 10n rn the publ" h 1 sites: Sci. 101, 201-2, or the equivale t S . ic sc oo s. Prerequi-
n · everal overnight trips. 
SCI. 52_5. THESIS-An individual investigation 
to be submitted m typewritten f . of an original problem 
to directions given by the . . . orm accordmg Graduate D1v1s1on. Credit· six seine 1 1 · s er 10urs. 
SCI. 526. INDIVIDUAL INVESTIG 
PROBLEM IN SCIENCE OR ELEMENT ATION OF AN ORIGINAL 
CATION-No required class attenda ARk y SCHOOL SCIENCE EDU-
by student, with consultation and g .dnce; wfor to be planned and carried out 
Lll ance rom inst t F dents only. rue or. or graduate stu-
SCI. 527. CURRENT RESEARCH I 
research in the various sciences· im 1. 1. N SCIENCE-Study of current . . . , P 1ca ions of such rese h 
future living; implications of resear h . . arc on present and 
. . c m science for the ea I d 
SCJence curriculum. Prerequisites· S . 101 r Y secon ary school 
. c1. , 201-202, 203-204, 303-304, sis. 
. SCI. 528._ SEMINAR IN SCIENCE EDUCA 
science education in the public scho 1 . t d TION-Current trends in 0 s, s u Y of research · · 
study of special problems by individ I t d m science education; . . ua s u ents from the· t hi 
penence m the early secondary sch I p . . Ir own eac ng ex-oo · rerequ1s1tes · cand·d f of certificate to include science te h. . · 1 acy or extension 
ac ing m the early sco d h 1 
years experience teaching science in th I n ary sc oo ; two · e ear Y secondary school. 
SCI. 531. GEOLOGY OF NEW YORK . 
graphy, palontology glacial oeology and ~TATE-Phys10graphy, Strati-
geologic history of ~he regi·o"'n p . ~conom_ic geology of New York State; 
. • rerequ1S1tes· Sci 101 h 
man earth science. Two hours per k ·. h · ' or t ree semester hours 
wee , w1t several field trips. 
SCI. 550 PROJECT-A study undertake b . . . 
on a problem of special interest· must b b . n one or more md1v1duals 
ing to directions given by Grad,uate D. e_ ~u m1tted '.n acceptable form accord-
1v1s.10n. Credit: four semester hours. 
EL.ED. 575. RESEARCH METHODS AND 
scription under G d n· • • TECHNIQUES-See de-
ra uate 1v1s1oa, Education Department. 
GRADUATE COURSES IN SOCIAL STUDIES 
S.S. 500. STUDIES IN TWENTIETH CENT 
TORY-Aspects of American life since 1 . . . URY AMERICA_N HIS-
rdeas in politics diplomacy a d t· I 900, s1grnficant trends, pohc1es, and 
' , n na 10na culture· t · f • 
student needs and interests p . . , ~pies or study dictated by 
six in American History a. d r~re~u1SE1tes: 15 hou:s m Soc.ial Studies, including 
n six m uropean History. 
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S.S. 501A. STUDIES IN TWENTIETH CENTURY EUROPEAN HIS-
TORY: THE GERMAN PROBLEM-Political thought and institutions in 
Germany prior to 1914; development of the Weimar Republic; the Hitler 
movement; structure and ideology of the Nazi Party and state; foreign policy 
leading to World War II; Nazi rule and defeat in Europe; post-war German 
questions. Prerequisites: 15 hours in Social Studies, including nine in European 
History. 
S.S. 501B. STUDIES IN TWENTIETH CENTURY EUROPEAN HIS-
TORY : THE HISTORY AND INSTITUTIONS OF THE SOVIET UNION 
-Chief factors in tsarist Russia; Revolut.ion of 1917; coming of the Bol-
sheviks to power; political and social ideology; government and the Com-
munist party; economic system; peasant problem; Sov.iet foreign policy and its 
rel ation to international organization; impact of the Soviet Union upon the 
western world. Prerequisites: 15 hours in Social Studies, including nine in 
European History. 
S.S. 502. THE UNITED STATES AND ITS INTER-AMERICAN 
RELATIONS- American policies toward the Latin American Republics and 
the Dominion of Canada: recognition; Monroe Doctrine; imperialism; peaceful 
settlement; cultural interchange; hemisphere security; regionalism. Prerequi-
sites: 15 hours in Social Studies, including six in American History and six 
m European History 
S.S. 503. HISTORY OF POLITICAL THEORY-Chief modern con-
tributors to the political ideologies of democracy, liberalism, conservatism, 
nationalism, socialism, communism, Fascism, and Nazism. Prerequisites: 15 
hours in Social Studies, including nine in European History. 
S.S. 504. HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN FRONTIER-Progress of 
settlement from the Atlantic to the Pacific transmission of culture; develop-
ments in transportation; the process of state-making; transition from agrarian 
to urban communities; social, economic, and political effects of the westward 
march upon the United States as a whole. Prerequisites: 15 hours in Social 
Studies, including six in American History and six in European History. 
S.S. 505. STUDIES IN CONTEMPORARY ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 
-International trade; international finance; inflation; labor legislation; prob-
lems of labor and management; price levels. Registration with consent of in-
st-ructor. 
S.S. 506. MINORITY GROUPS IN AMERICAN CULTURE-Major 
racial, nationality, and religious minority groups in America treated from the 
cultural, historical, and familial po.ints of view; current anthropological and 
psychological data on uniformities, differences, prejudices, and discrimination. 
Prerequsites : 15 hours in Social Studies. 
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S.S. 507. FIELD COURSE IN THE HISTORY AN 
NEW YORK D GEOGRAPHY OF STATE-Characteristics of the e · · 
gheny Plateau, Catskills, Hudson and Cham laing {graphic reg1~ns (Alle-
Mohawk Volley, Tug Hill and Black River Vall~y St Lowlands, LAdirondacks, 
k Pl · ) . 1 - , • awrence owland and La ·e ams , co Oillal and pioneer settlement· p t I · ' 
• , resen popu at1on pattern· 
transportatzon routes and facilities· forts and battlefi Id f th • ' 
· Id 1 . ' e s o ree wars· mdus-
1r1a eve opment; conservation practices· places assoc1·at d 'th f ' 
0 ' e w1 amous people and movements. ne day on campus for orientaf d 
14-day trip by chartered bus. Open to graduate a1:dn an tral vel arrangements; 
d Off d . upperc ass undergraduate stu ents. ere only m Summer Session. 
S.S. 509. LOC~L HISTORY: RESEARCH METHODS AND TECH-
NlQUE~Research mvolved .in the study and presentation of local histor 
with special reference to the Niagara Frontier and N y k S . Y, 
· · · d' ew or tate· community fac1hties; 1scovery, examination and use of · · 1 · ' 
h • S • . . ' . orzgma matenals. Prerequisites: 15 ours m ocial Studies mcludmg s,·x i'n A · H' ' mencan ,story. 
S.S. 510. SELECTED PROBLEMS OF URBAN LIFE-C 
d th · b k - ultural groups 
an elf. ac grounds, attztud~s, problems, culture traits, and culture patterns 
as found m the local community· racial national it 1· · · 
. lk b '. ' Y, re 1gious, and social class 
groups, ta s Y guest representatives of intergroup education age · d f 
the cultural groups studied. ncies an o 
S.S. _511.. PROBLEMS OF CONTEMPORARY ENGLAND-Rise of 
trade un10ns; mdustn al and labor relations· career of th L b p 
f · ' e a or arty· pro-
grams o: social democ:acy; the changing world position of England. Re is-
trat10n with consent of instructor. g 
S.S. 512. THE UNITED STATES IN CONTEMPORARY WORLD 
AFF~IRS-~nited States foreign. policy; United States and the United Na-
lions, Atlantic and Pacific commitments · internal bl h 
d · · • ' pro ems sue as defense 
pro uctwn, mflation, and taxation. Registration with consent of the instructor. 
S.S. 513. SOCIAL AND INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF THE 
UNITED ST~ TES-Soci~l roots of systems of thought; effect of ideas u on 
American society; contmu.'.ng patterns of thought, such as Puritanism: libe~al. 
ism, democracy; c~ntnbut10ns of intellectual leaders. Prerequisites: 15 hour; 
m Social Studies, mcluding six in American History. 
S.S . 514. WORK~HOP IN HUMAN RELATIONS-Exploration of 
means to m~re pr~duct1ve human relations in classrooms; development of con-
structrve social attitudes in children; particular difficulties faced by children of 
various groups; talks by guest speakers on local problems. Open to graduate 
and upperclass undergraduates. 
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S.S. 514A. ADVANCED WORKSHOP IN H~ MAN RELA_TIONS--
Materials and methods in individual and group work m human relations; indi-
vidua l situations in a school or community. Open to graduate and upperclass 
undergraduates. 
S.S. 515. STUDIES IN AMERICAN COLONIAL . HISTORY-Com-
parison of colonial policies pursued by European powers m the New Wo~ld; 
d .fi t· · a new environment of such transplanted elements as the famil y, mo 1 ca 10n m · · 15 h · 
h h h l economy and government. P rereqms1 te: ours m Social c urc , sc oo s, , 
Studies. 
S.S. 516 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS _A~D :HE :WORLD 
TODA Y-"The community of nations": self-determmat1~~; 1~ternat1onal or-
. · · t t· nal law· world government; human 11ghts, mutual secur-gamzat1on; m erna 10 , . bl . . 
• · 1· . 'lita ry power· world trade; social pro ems, econorruc 
ity- foreign po icy , mi ' U · d S • 
'. · t' ns. the role of social science the mte tales m assistance; commumca 10 , . . 
l · I · t other nations and to international orgamzation; dangers and re atlons 11p o . 
responsibilities attendant to power and leadership. 
S.S. 518. CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN POLITICAL MOV~-
MENTS-Organization, campaigns, propagan?a, electo'.al geography, parl_ta· 
· d ati'onal political parties , especially the Communist, 
mentary tactics, an n . C · 
Socialist Christian Democratic, Radical Democratic, Peasan~, o~serv~hv~, 
' · p · ·t • 15 hours in Social Studies, mcludmg six m and Nee-Fascist. rerequ1s1 es. 
European History. 
S.S. 519 _ CASE STUDIES IN LOCAL GOVE~NMENT bA1_NDbPO_LI· 
d t. • revenues and expenditures; pu 1c ousmg, TICS--Structure an prac ice, . . . . . h' . 
1 · d zoning· educahonal-poht1ca\ 1elat1ons 1ps, health and welfare; P annmg an ' • · 
' · d 'th student needs and interests. Prerequ1S1tes: 15 
topics selected m accor ance w1 d/ G t 
hours in Social Studies, including six in Ame:ican History an or overnmen. 
I.fl d seniors with consent of mstructor. Open to qua 1 e 
S.S. 520. WORKSHOP IN METHOD~ A~D ~ATERl:'LS IN SO-
CIAL STUDIES-Consideration of unit, topic, d1scuss1on, pro1ect, problem, 
UNDERGRADUATE COURSES OFFERED IN EXTENSION 
1960 - 1961 
WORKSHOP IN CRAFTS I-Creative experiences in a 
ART 400 · d' ·ct 1 
variety of craf~s such as leather, metal , ceramics.' and j~welry; m iv1 ua proJ· 
ects . Elective for all students except Art Education ma1ors. 
0 EVALUATION IN EDUCATION-Principles and procedures ED 31 · · · ·1 growth· the 
of evalu.ation; the ~ffectivfe tuasech~;_:~s;;v:~:s~~e~~~:ai~~~fr:;~~ts; sele;tion, 
use and construct10n o e 
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adminis tration, scoring and interpretation of various types of standa rdized tests; 
basic statist ical concepts; cum ulative records and th eir uses; effective methods of 
determ ining and reporting pupil progress. Open to experienced teachers. 
EL.ED. 402. SEMINAR IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION-Ph ilo-
soph ic needs in elementary school teachi ng; teaching problems; research meth-
ods in solving education problems. Required of all E lementary Education and 
Earl y Ch ildhood Education se niors including those extending elementary cer-
tificate to teach in Ea rl y Secondary School. Prereq uisites: for Elementary 
Education: E l.Ed. 40 1; fo r Early Childhood Ed ucation : El. Ed. 401C; fo r 
Early Seconda ry School : E l. Ed. 315; Ed. 316, Ed . 317, Ed. 318, or Ed . 319. 
ENG . 2 10. CHILDREN'S LITERATURE-Types of children's litera-
ture; fo lklore, modern inform ative materia l, fict ion, biograph y, and poetry ; 
principles of book selection ; illustration, format of books; reading interests of 
children; story telling; bibliography. E leciive fo r sophomores, juniors, and 
senio rs. 
ENG. 304. AMERICAN LITERATU RE-Major writers and literary 
movements of the United States from the Colonial Period to recent t imes. 
Elect ive for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. 
ENG. 348. CREATIVE DRAMATICS-History, philosophy, methods, 
and materials of informal playmaking with children ; observation and participa-
ton in Campus School. Elective for juniors, and seniors. 
ENG. 402. CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE-British and American 
literature of the twentieth century: poetry, the novel , and the drama. Required 
of all Elementary Education seniors. 
G.S. 104. WAYS OF KNOWING-The more important ways of an-
swering the question, "How do you know?"; voting, or polling opinions; dis-
cussing, as in forum; intuition; revealed truth; or mystic experience; consistency 
with common sense and ideas previously accepted; dogmatic authority; and 
the scientific method of inquiry, education and expert authority. Methodo-
logical problems; the functions of concepts, or propositions, and of evidence 
for propositions. 
H.ED. 402. HEALTH PROTECTION-School and community health 
problems; school health service; communicable disease control; water supply 
and sewage disposal; food sanitation; safety education. Prerequisite: H .Ed. 201. 
I.A. 303 . INDUSTRIAL ARTS FOR THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
-Child growth through construction activities; units of study and individual 
projects in various grade levels ; industry and technology as part of the culture 
and environment of the child; recreational outlets for .individual students ; de-
velopment of teaching aids. 
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MATH. 303. MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES-
History of number and processes; relationships; generalizations; meanin . 
measurement; problem solving; professional literature and research; deve1;8'. 
ment of a philosophy of teaching mathematics; analysis of arithmetic textboo~-
visual aids and techniques. Elective for juniors and seniors. Prerequisite: Math' 
10 I or its equivalent. · 
MUS. 305. MUSIC FOR CHILDREN II-Music experiences for inter-
mediate grades; activities: unison and part singing, folk dances, rhythms 
listening, creating, playing instruments, music reading; enrichment to othe; 
areas of elementary school curriculum; broad use of all types of materials and 
equipment. Elective for sophomores, juniors, and seniors. 
OFF-CAMPUS EXTENSION 
Proposed courses First Semester 
1960 - 1961 
Angola ___ --------------- ___ To be announced 
Arcade 
Eden 
____ Ed. 546 The Teaching of Reading 
Ed: 517 Teaching the Language Arts 
m the Elementary School 
SCI. 306. BOT ANY--Structure and phys.iology of plants in relation to 
practical problems; observations, experiments, and laboratory work center Elma ______ E.S. 531 Geology of New York State 
I.A. 507 School Shop Planning 
around control of plant. life. Elective for students who have had Sci. 201-2 
or its equivalent. Gates - Chili 
SCI. 410. FIELD STUDIES IN SCIENCE I-Biological and geological 
field work; selected field studies, both group and individual; intensive studies 
of one or more areas. Elective. 
S.S. 202. CONTEMPORARY CIVILIZATION-Problems of political 
and economic organization; recent nationalism and imperialism; revolutions 
and the pattern of dictatorship; attempts at world organization; chief develop-
ments of major European and Asiatic countries. 
S.S. 301. AMERICAN CIVILIZATION AND GOVERNMENT-Estab-
lishment of the American republic; growth of American civilization; relations 
between the government and the people. 
S.S. 306. AMERICAN HISTORY 1865-1960-Economic, political, and 
social problems of the post-Civil War era; recognition of the United States as 
a world power; its part in two World Wars; recent developments in international 
affairs. 
S.S. 402. SOCIOLOGY-Rise and development of culture; cultural 
l.A. 528 Curriculum 
I.A. 506 Supervision 
Newfane - -- ____________________ Ed. 505 Evaluation Techniques m 
Elementary School 
the 
Niagara Falls _____________________ Ed. 546 The Teaching of Reading 
S.S. 515 Studies in American Colonial 
History 
S.S. 520 Workshop in Methods and Ma-
terials in Social Studies 
Niagara-Wheatfield ___________ To be announced 
Orchard Park s · 500 S • . - - ---- ------------ c1. c1ence m the Elementary Cur-
riculum 
change; social organization and social institutions. Requ.ired of Elementary Wilson Ed 529 Ad 
Education seniors. --------------------------- · olescent Psychology 
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
Central Administrative Office: Albany 1, N. Y. 
LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE 
Harpur College at Endicott 
MEDICAL COLLEGES 
Downstate Medical Center in Brooklyn (New York City) 
Upstate Medical Center in Syracuse 
COLLEGES OF EDUCATION 
College of Education at Albany 
College of Education at Brockport 
College of Education at Buffalo 
College of Education at Cortland 
College of Education at Fredonia 
College of Education at Geneseo 
College of Education at New Paltz 
College of Education at Oneonta 
College of Education at Oswego 
College of Education at Plattsburgh 
College of Education at Potsdam 
OTHER PROFESSIONAL COLLEGES 
College of Forestry at Syracuse University 
Maritime College at Fort Schuyler 
College on Long Island at Oyster Bay 
College of Ceramics at Alfred University 
College of Agriculture at Cornell University 
College of Home Economics at Cornell University 
School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell University 
Veterinary College at Cornell University 
AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL INSTITUTES 
Agricultural and Technical Institute at Alfred 
Agricultural and Technical Institute at Canton 
Agricultural and Technical Institute at Cobleskill 
Agricultural and Technical Institute at Delhi 
Agricultural and Technical Institute at Farmingdale 
Agricultural and Technical Institute at Morrisville 
COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
[Locally-sponsored two-year colleges under the program of State University) 
Auburn Community College at Auburn 
Bronx Community College at New York City 
Broome Technical Community College at Binghamton 
Corning Community College at Corning 
Dutchess Community College at Poughkeepsie 
Erie County Technical Institute at Buffalo 
Fashion Institute of Technology at New York City 
Hudson Valley Community College at Troy 
Jamestown Community College at Jamestown 
Mohawk Valley Technical Institute at Utica 
Nassau Community College at Mineola 
New York City Community College of Applied Arts and Sciences 
Orange County Community College at Middletown 
Queensborough Community College at New York City 
Rockland Community College at Suffern 
Staten Island Community College at New York City 
Suffolk County Community College 
Ulster County Community College 
Warren-Washington Community College 
Westchester Community College at Valhalla 
